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Introduction

Dear customer!
In order to install your new PBX please contact an authorized dealer.

The case may only be opened by authorized personnel1 

Installation work on the open case are only allowed to exe-
cute by authorized personnel1.

The COMmander Basic is a PBX that is designed for the connection to
the digital telecommunications network ISDN (Point-to-Point connec-
tion and/or Point-to-Multipoint connection). It enables the switching from
the public communication net to different internal devices. The so-called
terminals may be system telephones, ISDN devices as well as analog
devices.

The ISDN devices (e.g. ISDN telephones, ISDN PC-controllers) should
be certified Euro-ISDN devices in order to guarantee a proper function-
ality. The analog subscriber connections enable the connection of most
pulse dialling, dual-tone multifrequency dialling and also of CLIP com-
patible units (telephone, fax machine, answering machine, modems).
Devices with dual-tone multifrequency dialling must have a FLASH key
(also called signal key R). 

The COMmander Basic has a modular design. Due to special modules
it can be extended step by step, if you are in need of more subscriber
connections and S0 ports than are in the basic unit or if you like to oper-
ate your door terminal device from any internal telephone.

Thanks to functions like e.g. Short-Code Dialling, conference, splitting
and internal free of charge connections the COMmander Basic makes
the daily telephone communication simple, comfortable and time sav-
ing. Additional to the telephoning the COMmander Basic offers numer-
ous functions such as call charge recording.

In case of an extension with a COMmander 2TSM analog module the
connection to a door terminal device as well as different switching func-
tions will be available to you.

The COMmander Basic can be configured to your special personal
requirements with the configuration software COMset. Three further PC
programs allow to comfortable manage call charge data, Short-Code
Dialling, call allowances, wake-up calls, Music on Hold and the data for
the automatic Least Cost Routing.

The scope of functions described here is only completely usa-
ble with a professional installation and a correct configuration
of the PBX and the connected PC. We highly recommend to

consult your authorized dealer first.

Please ask your network operator about the availability of some ISDN
service attributes. Some of these functions may be available for an extra
fee.
There may be incompatibilities in combination with terminals and
devices of other vendors, that adversely influence the usability of func-
tions.

To fully utilize the scope of functions described here, the PBX system
must have the Software version 1.6A and the system telephone must
have the software version 2.0H or newer (you may receive information
about these versions via system telephone). If this is not the case,
please perform a firmware update of the respective device.

Extent of Supply 
� 1 COMmander Basic in the basic device configuration.
� 2 ISDN connection cables.
� 1 PC connection cable, 9 terminals (male/female).
� PC software:

for Windows 95/98/ME/2000 and Windows NT4.0.
� manual set, consisting of: 

1 installation and configuration manual for the administrator, 
1 operation manual for the user and 16 short form operation tables.

� 1 special opening tool
� installation material: screws and plugs.

Basic Device Configuration of the PBX
� 1 mainboard.
� 1 COMmander 4S0 module with 4 S0 ports that can be used alter-

natively as internal or external S0 ports.
� 1 COMmander 8a/b module that makes the connection of 8 analog 

end units and 1 system display SD-420 (Auerswald accessory) pos-
sible.

Functions and Features of the basic Device Configu-
ration 
� Connecting possibilities for 8 analog subscribers and 1 system dis-

play SD-420 (Auerswald accessory)
� 4 S0-Ports2, alternatively switchable as internal or external S0 Ports 
� Free configurable telephone numbers (10-59/100-599) for the inter-

nal subscribers/groups.
� Charge control by 6 different classes of service, Blocking numbers, 

Release numbers and special Short-Code Dialling authorization as 
well as by setting of a call allowance account.

� Watching the charging information via PC or via telephone (AOCE 
or AOCD necessary). Metering pulse for analog telephones.

� Call data management via PC software. Recording of 3000 call data 
entries in a power failure proof call data memory.

� Selection of the telephone number presented to the caller or the 
person you called.

� Dialling assistance by a power failure proof Short-Code Dialling 
memory or setting of direct public exchange telephones. 

� Wake-up and timer functions via internal clock. Automatic setting of 
summer/winter time.

� Music on Hold, internal (also loadable as a .wav-data file into the 
PBX)

� Different ringer rhythms for the distinction of the calls.
� Protection against unauthorized programming/telephoning with 

passwords and programming protection. 
� Room monitoring and programming of the Call Forwarding from 

external telephones.

e
1. Authorized personnel: These are persons that are trained for this purpose (e.g.

certified electricians). They must have the necessary knowledge about the
work in an area with potentially hazardous voltages. They must also have the
knowledge about the latest electrical safety standards and requirements.

Functional Description and Overview

☞

2. An S0 port contains two voice/data channels. Therefore two connections are
possible on an S0 port at the same time. If two internal ISDN subscribers talk
together on one internal S0 port, there will be two connections. 
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� Optimal availability due to internal and external Call Forwarding, 
Call Waiting and Busy-on-Busy.

� Security in emergency situations by baby/senior call, emergency 
Short-Code Dialling memory, emergency priority call and priority 
call in case of Do-not-Disturb service.

� Call Forwarding, Splitting, Conference via 2nd B channel. 
� Call protection against certain callers. 
� Group formation of internal subscribers. 
� 33.600 bps data transfer on the analog extensions.
� Exchange line reservation, pickup and explicit call transfer to an 

external phone.
� PBX software update via PC or telephone connection.
� Dialling support by PC.
� Remote reading, remote programming, remote programming via 

exchange line from the outside.

T-Net-Functions of analog Telephones supported by 
the PBX 
If you use a T-Net compatible analog telephone, these functions will be
able to be executed via the existing function keys.

� Permit, accept, refuse Call Waiting.
� Alternation.
� Start conference with 3 persons.
� Start Query, finish.
� Configure Call Forwarding.
� Configure connection without dialling (baby call).
� Start recall on busy.
� Suppress telephone number presentation once.

ISDN Features supported by the PBX 
� Conditional suppression of the own telephone number presentation 

(CLIR).
� Parking (TP) on the PTMP connection or on the internal S0 port.
� Call forwarding on busy (CFB), if nobody takes the call (CFNR), 

always (CFU).
� Transmission of the connection charges during (AOCD) and at the 

end (AOCE) of the connection. 
� Recall on busy (CCBS) and on no reply (CCNR).
� Telephone number display (CLIP) on SD-420, system telephones, 

internal ISDN units and analog telephones (special analog termi-
nals are necessary that support CLIP).

Please ask your network operator about the availability of
some ISDN service attributes. Some of these functions may
be available for an extra fee.

Extension Options 
The basic controller of the COMmander Basic has 4 universal module
slots (2 of them are in use in the basic configuration) for the following
modules:

� COMmander 8a/b module that allows the connection of 8 analog 
terminals and 1 system display SD-420 (Auerswald accessory) 
(one module is plugged in the basic configuration).

� COMmander 4S0 module with 4 S0 ports that can alternatively be 
used as internal or as external S0 ports (one module is plugged in 
the basic configuration).

Besides this there is 1 module slot for: 

� COMmander 2TSM analog module (door-, switching - and music 
module)

Up to 2 COMmander Autoswitches that enable the operation of one
ISDN emergency telephone on each external line in case of a power
failure can be plugged onto one COMmander 4S0 module (chapter
Configure internal/external S0 Port for the Operation of an ISDN Emer-
gency Telephone on page 18).

Pay attention to the following limitations:

� A maximum of 4 external S0 ports can be managed in the whole 
system.

� A maximum of 32 internal subscribers can be managed (each con-
nected telephone, fax machine etc. is counting as internal sub-
scriber).

� A maximum of 3 COMmander 8a/b modules (that means a maxi-
mum of 24 analog subscribers) can be inserted. The 4th universal 
module slot is necessary for a COMmander 4S0 module.

Additional Functions and Features with the 
COMmander 2TSM analog Module
� Door terminal function with up to 2 Door terminal systems TFS-Dia-

log or TFS-Dialog pro (Auerswald accessory) or another door 
handsfree device according to FTZ 123 D12-0.

� Connection of up to 2 door opener.
� 4 door bell button inputs.
� Second ringer bell connection.
� Alarm function with up to 4 alarm contacts1.
� Remote switching with up to 6 relays2.
� Music on Hold, external. 
� Announcement function via audio output.

The package of the PBX includes three manuals: 

� 1 installation and configuration manual for the service and 
� 1 operation instruction manual for the user.
� 1 CAPI/TAPI manual
This manual describes the installation and configuration of the PBX. It
also includes a short description of the included software and the asso-
ciated options for the configuration of the PBX.

This manual sorts explanations according to certain question types.

In order to get certain information quickly and carefully directed, the
manual will offer you different helps and guide lines:

� The table of contents on page 3 gives you an idea of content and 
organization of the operating manual.

� The index on page 64 helps you to find certain text portions for a 
certain term.

� In the texts you will be referred to other chapters or pictures with the 
help of cross references.

� The headlines on each page remind you in which chapter you are 
at the present. On the left side of the pages the headlines of the 
actual chapter will be repeated. On the right side the headlines of 
the paragraph will be repeated.

☞ 1. One door bell input is replaced by one alarm contact.
2. 2 switching relays are used for each door terminal.

Instructions for using the Manual
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Symbols used in the Manual Abbreviations used in this Manual 
DDI Direct Dialling In number in case of a PTP connection

(Direct Dialling In)
MSN Multiple Subscriber Number in case of a PTMP con-

nection (Multiple Subscriber Number)
NT Network termination unit for the basic connection (Net-

work Termination)
CF Call Forwarding 

When handling with 230 volt supply voltage and with the units supplied
by this voltage the relevant electric safety regulations must absolutely
be observed.
Please pay attention to the following general safety advice by all
means: 

� All devices must be installed without current. (e.g. in case of main-
tenance work).

� All devices may only be put into operation if they are properly built 
into the case.

� Units that operate with external voltage - especially with supply volt-
age - may only be opened if they were disconnected from the volt-
age source or from the mains first.

� The mains cables of the electric devices and the connection cables 
must regularly be checked for damages. If you discover damages, 
the concerning cables must be replaced. 

� The use of tools near or on covered or open circuit lines and circuit 
boards as well as on and in devices that are supplied with external 
power - especially with mains voltage - must be avoided as long as 
the supply voltage is not switched off and the device is not made 
free of voltage by discharging existing capacitors. The charge 
capacitor of the switching power supply unit can be charged for a 
long time in case of a failure even after being switched off.

� If you use construction elements, components, assembly groups, 
connections and units, you must absolutely take care of the limita-
tion values for voltage, currency and power consumption indicated 
in the technical data. Exceeding those limitation values (also short-
time) may cause extensive damages.

� The units, unit assemblies or connections mentioned in this opera-
tion instructions may only be used as described. If you are not sure 
how to use the merchandise, please ask a specialist.

Power Supply
Operating Voltage 230 V� � 10%, 50 Hz

Nominal current 300 mA max.

Isolation class I

Power Consumption min. 16 VA, max. 66 VA

Temperature Range
Operational +0...+40 Degree Celsius, Protect against direct sun-

light! 

Storage and Transport -20...+70 Degree Celsius

Humidity 10 - 75%, non condensing

Serial Interface
Standard RS-232-C, V.24
Transmission Rate 9600-38400 Baud (8 bit, no parity, 1 stop bit), no 

handshake, galvanically separated

In/Output floating ground potential

Connector Type 3-pole with screw clamp/9 -pole D-Sub

Other Data
Size (B x H x T) 222 mm x 352 mm x 135 mm
Weight app. 2700 g

Safety CE, EN 60950

COMmander 8a/b Module

Connection Options
Usage 8 connections for analog devices

1 connection for system display SD-420
Connector Type 2-pole detachable screw clamp connectors 

Analog Subscriber Connection
Dialling method pulse dial or DTMF

Voltage unloaded max. 40 VDC

Loop current app. 23 mA
Range 2 x 50 �, app. 800 m at 0,6 mm �

Ringer Voltage app. 45 Veff, 50 Hz

Dial Tones 425 Hz � 5%, Interval � 10%
Impedance analog symmetric

Charge meter pulse switchable, 12 kHz/16 kHz

Other Data
Installation Slot insert in the case of the COMmander Basic

Power Supply from COMmander Basic
Size 293 x 98 x 15 mm

Weight app. 140 g

Safety CE, EN 60950

e
The warning triangle shows you an important advice. You
must absolutely take care of these in order to avoid dam-
ages to devices or even to persons.

☞
The hand gives you additional advice. These refer you to
circumstances that were often disregarded and therefore
led to misunderstandings and longer search for an error.

General Safety Advice 

Technical Data
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COMmander 4S0 Module

Connection Options
Usage 4 S0 ports, switchable as internal or external S0 port 

(jumper board)
Connection Type, external S0 basic rate connection as Point-to-Multipoint or 

Point-to-Point connection, Euro-ISDN (DSS-1), PBX 
is self powered

Connection Type, internal S0 basic rate connection as Point-to-Multipoint con-
nection, EURO-ISDN (DSS-1)

Connector Type 4-pole detachable screw clamp connectors, addi-
tionally western modular jacks for 2 S0 ports

Internal S0 Port
Devices, internal 8 ISDN devices maximum, 4 line powered devices 

maximum e.g. different ISDN telephones (2 tele-
phones is recommended)

Range, internal 100-200 m maximum (for bus wiring, please observe 
the european standards ENV 41001 [DINV 41001] 
and EN 28877)

Termination Resistors switchable; default factory setting: on

Other Data
Installation Slot insert in the case of the COMmander Basic

Power Supply from COMmander Basic
Size 293 x 98 x 15 mm

Weight app. 180 g

Safety CE, EN 60950

COMmander 2TSM analog Module

Connection Options
Usage 6 Relay outputs, default factory settings: 4 for the 2 

possible door terminals, 4 door bell button inputs re-
configurable to alarm inputs, 1 second ringer bell 
output, 1 music input, 1 audio output

Connection Terminals removable spring clamps, Cinch jack for audio input

Connector Type detachable screw clamp connectors, Cinch-connec-
tor for music input

Music Input
Input Level adjustable from -18 to +10 dB (1 Veff)

Input Impedance depending on input level 25 to 50 k�

Audio Output
Output Level 1 Veff maximum
Output Impedance 600 �

Door Terminal Connection
Interface FTZ-123-D12-0

Power Supply 12 VDC, 100 mA each door terminal

Relay Contact floating, 50 V/1 A maximum
door bell button Input Voltage configuration dependent 0 V or 

5-15 VAC/DC with door bell button (make contact)

Remote switching Relay
Contact floating, 50 V/1 A maximum

Alarm Input
Alarm Input Voltage configuration dependent 0 V or 

5-15 VAC/DC with alarm contact (make contact)

Trigger Status Contact closed for more than 0,5 sec

Second Ringer Bell
Ringer Voltage app. 45 Veff, 50 Hz

Min. Load Impedance > 4 k�, typ. 12 k� (no door bell!)

Other Data
Installation Slot insert in the case of the COMmander Basic
Power Supply from COMmander Basic

Size 293 x 80 x 15 mm

Weight app. 120 g
Safety CE, EN 60950

Technical Changes may be introduced without prior Notice
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Preparations, Installation of the Case

When opening the case cover you are in need of the supplied special
tool. Push the special opener tool into the opening as shown in Pic. 1
and pull the handle a little bit to the front. Now open the case by pulling
the special opener tool to the top away from the case. The cover is
pulled to the top at the same time. Slide the cover (app. 15 cm) so that
you are able to take off the case vertically from the bottom casing with-
out obstacle.

ATTENTION: The case may be only opened by authorized
personnel1.

Please pay attention to the fact that the plug must always be pulled out
while opening the case. Touching the voltage leading conductor tracks
or the telephone connections may be danger to life. During operation
certain modules may produce dangerous ringer voltage.

The plastic cover above the power supply unit serves as a touching pro-
tection against dangerous voltage and must not be removed. The
charging electrolytic capacitor of the switching power supply unit may
be loaded for a long time after being switched off in case of a failure.

Open the Case 

1. Authorized personnel: These are persons that are trained for this purpose (e.g.
certified electricians). They must have the necessary knowledge about the
work in areas with potentially hazardous voltage. They must also have the
knowledge about the latest electrical safety standards and requirements.

e

Pic. 1: Unlock 
Casing Cover

1
2
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The case consists of two components in addition to the cover: The slight
grey installation chassis and the blue module frame. In order to attach
the COMmander Basic onto the wall, you will have to separate both
case components first.

Remove the cross bar with the thumb of your first hand, as shown in
Pic. 2 and remove the module frame diagonal to the top away from the
installation chassis with the other hand.

Before separating both case components you have to discon-
nect the device from the 230 Volt power supply by all means. 

Before you attach the installation chassis onto the wall you have to pre-
pare the future cable lead-through. Depending on which side you like to
lead the cables through, at the right or left side of the cable spacing, you
open the cable lead-through passings in the installation chassis (Pic. 3).
If the second cable lead-through passing is determined for the enclosed
V.24 case sleeve, open this cable lead-through passing, too.

Install the V.24 Case Connector 
If you like to connect a PC and use the enclosed V.24 case connector,
push the plastic frame with the connector (cable and 10-pole plug to the
inside) into one of both cable lead-through passings. Depending on
which side you like to attach the connector, you may also remove the
screws and attach the connector the other way round.

Separating the Case Components 

e

Pic. 2: Remove the module frame

Open the Cable Lead-through

Pic. 3: Open cable through passing
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The installation material (screws and wall plugs) is part of the extent of
supply. The installation chassis can be used as a drilling template at the
same time.

Select Installation Location 
Please pay attention to the following issues when selecting the installa-
tion location for the COMmander Basic:

� The COMmander Basic may only be operated in closed and dry
rooms.

� Above of the case must be a free space of at least 150 mm for
putting on or removing the case cover. 

� Near the installation location you are in need of an unobstructed
230 volt mains plug with protective earthing for the power supply.
Please make sure that the mains plug is properly connected
(according to electric safety regulations).

� The COMmander Basic must be next to the NT in order to avoid
long transmission ways between both units (the enclosed ISDN
connection cables are app. 1 m long). If it is not possible, a fixed wir-
ing (S0 bus) between both units will be necessary. 

� The surrounding temperature must be from 0°C up to + 40°C.

� The devices may not be exposed to direct sun light. 

� The relative humidity may be between 10% and 75%.

� No condensation may occur.

� The unit must be protected against splashing water and excessive
dust.

� Please avoid mechanical stress (e.g. vibrations) and the close
neighbourhood to devices that radiate electromagnetic fields or
interfere with these units (e.g. radios, HAM-radio installations,
mobile telephones, DECT base stations, etc.).

Mount the Installation Case on the Wall 
� Hold the installation case onto the place where is should be

mounted and mark the drill holes on the wall. There are three holes
available for wall mounting (Pic. 4).

� Make sure that around the marks no hidden supply pipes or cables
are in the wall.

� Drill the holes with a diameter of 6 mm.

� Now mount the installation case with the screws and wall plugs on
the wall.

The COMmander Basic must be mounted vertically. Please
observe also that the advice „top“ (see arrow in Pic. 4) printed
on the installation case really is at the top.

Assembly of the Case Components 
If the installation case is firmly mounted on the wall, the module frame
can be re-attached again. In order not to squeeze the cable of the case
plug, roll it up near the plug in the cable space. Hold the module frame
diagonal with the upper edge to the wall and hang it into the top of the
installation case (Pic. 5). Then close the bottom part of the module
frame onto the installation case until the locking clicks into place.

Wall Mounting

e

Pic. 4: Mark bore/drill hole

Pic. 5: Attach module frame
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The mainboard of the COMmander Basic has 4 universal module slots
(A to D, in the basic unit slots A and B are already in use) for the follow-
ing modules:

� the COMmander 4S0 module (in the basic unit in slot A). 

� the COMmander 8a/b module (in the basic unit in slot B). 

Besides this there is a module slot E for: 

� the COMmander 2TSM analog module (analog- door-, switching-
and music module)

The following limitation values have to be respected when extending
with further modules:

� A maximum of 4 external S0 ports can be managed.

� A maximum of 32 internal subscribers can be managed. Each con-
nected telephone, fax machine etc. counts as an internal sub-
scriber.

� A maximum of 3 COMmander 8a/b modules (also a maximum of 24
analog subscribers) can be inserted. The 4th universal module slot
is used for the COMmander 4S0 module.

Remove a Module 
Press the lower controller locking lever a little bit downwards to the
cable space. At the same time remove the module vertically to the main-
board with the other hand (Pic. 6). Pay attention to the fact that you han-
dle the module on the edge and in line to the slot connector.

Plug a Module in
Insert the module between both controller locking levers and press it
down vertically to the mainboard until it clicks into position. (Pic. 7).

Please pay attention to the fact that you have made the necessary set-
tings on each module before you put the module in again. Especially for
the terminator resistors and the switching of the S0 ports (internal/exter-
nal) on the COMmander 4S0 module (chapter Description of the
COMmander 4S0 Module on page 17).

Disconnect the device from the 230 Volt power supply and wait
another 10 seconds before you plug a module in or remove it.

As some components are sensitive to electrostatic discharge, it is
important to discharge yourself properly before touching the
board by hand or with tools. Touch a properly grounded, metallic
object e.g. a radiator or the case of a PC.

Change and add PBX Modules

e

Pic. 6: Pull out module

Pic. 7: Plug Module in
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The mainboard of the COMmander Basic contains the power supply
unit and five slots for different modules. Besides this you will find the
serial interface and different buttons and LEDs that will be explained in
the following. 

The plastic cover over the power supply unit is a contact
safety device against dangerous voltage and must not be
removed.

Description of the Mainboard
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Pic. 8: Mainboard of the COMmander Basic

� Button for automatic PBX software update.

� LED for automatic PBX software update. 

� Button for hardware reset.

� Module slot A for 8a/b or 4S0 module.

� Module slot B for 8a/b or 4S0 module.

� Module slot C for 8a/b or 4S0 module.

� Module slot D for 8a/b or 4S0 module.

� Module slot E for 2TSM analog module.

� Plug for case LED.

� Serial interface for computer/printer connection 
(3-pole clamp bloc).

� Serial interface for computer/printer connection 
(10-pole plug for the connection of the case sleeve).

� Clamp for unfused earth conductor.

� Mains connection.

� Contact safety device.



16 Description of the Mainboard

The Case LED 
In the cover of the case is a multicoloured LED integrated. This case
LED displays the status of the COMmander Basic to you. The following
displays may be shown: 

Off: The COMmander Basic is switched off or separated from the mains
voltage.

Green: The COMmander Basic is ready for operation.

Red (orange): The COMmander Basic initializes itself (after having
started or after reset). Red changes to orange after a few seconds and
then to green. If the LED does not turn to green but is still red, there is
an error. 

The Reset Button 
In contrast to removing the 230 volt power plug, the supply voltage will
not be interrupted by pressing the reset key. All internal and external
connections, recalls and exchange line reservations will be deleted in
case of a reset. All configurations done by configuration program COM-
set or by telephone will remain valid. The same is valid for the call data
memory. 

The Automatic PBX Software Update Button
Stay informed on the news in the PBX software of the
COMmander Basic (on our homepage on the Internet). The version
number of the software used in this PBX can be requested via a con-
nected system display SD-420 (special accessory) or via telephone
(chapter Request Firmware Version on page 58).

If the software is not up to date, you will have to make an automatic PBX
software after the installation and the configuration. During this
update the COMmander Basic will make independently a telephone
connection to one of the servers at Auerswald and the current software
will be transferred while the call data and configurations will remain pre-
served. Besides of the costs incurred for the necessary telephone con-
nection this update is free of charge. The COMmander Basic already
knows the telephone number of the server at Auerswald. If the tele-
phone number changes, you will be able to enter this change into the
configuration program COMset.

The update may be initialized via telephone by dialling a sequence of
digits (see chapter Perform an automatic PBX Firmware Update on
page 62 in the user manual) or by pressing a button if the case is still
open. You should only initialize this procedure, if the PBX is idle (that
means not during business activities) because all the calls will automat-
ically be interrupted by the PBX. The procedure will last 5 minutes. 

In order to activate the update, press the update key until the LED that
is next to the key starts blinking slowly. The LED continues flashing dur-
ing the whole procedure. 
If the automatic PBX software update was successful, the LED will start
blinking faster at the end of the procedure. (positive acknowledgement,
will last app. 60 seconds).
If it failed, the LED is switched on at the end of the procedure (negative
acknowledgement, will last ca. 60 seconds), and you will have to start
the update again (e.g. the connection was not possible). 
If the procedure lasts less than 60 seconds and you get a positive
acknowledgement, the PBX software has already been up to date.

After a successful PBX software update existing LCR data
may be deleted.

Creating an internal Telephone Numbering Plan by 
pressing a Button 
The internal as well as the external telephone number distribution of the
COMmander Basic are created with the configuration program COMset.
In order to execute a functional test via an internal call before the con-
figuration, an internal telephone numbering plan that is depending on
the type of used modules will be produced in the COMmander Basic
when you switch it on the first time. This default factory setting can be
restored later by pressing a key. (Attention! If you have already changed
some settings, these will also be replaced by the default factory set-
tings.):

Press the update button and keep it pressed. A short time later press
the reset button in addition - the case LED glows red. Now you keep the
update button pressed until the LED starts glowing orange. The initia-
lization is finished when the LED glows green.

The default factory settings (including the internal numbering plan) is
described in chapter The Default Factory Settings on page 42.

Serial Interface (V.24)
The serial interface of the COMmander Basic can be connected to the
serial interface of a PC (COM 1 to 4) or of a printer. On the mainboard
of the COMmander Basic are two connections „Serial interface“: 
� Between the 3-pole clamp bloc on the basic controller of the

COMmander Basic and the serial interface of the PC/printer a direct
connection with help of a corresponding cable can be made.

� The enclosed case connector can be installed into the installation
chassis (chapter Install the V.24 Case Connector on page 12) and
can be connected with the 10-pole connector on the mainboard of
the COMmander Basic. The enclosed PC connection cable serves
for connecting the PC/printer with the case connector if necessary.

Only one of the connection option can be used at the same time (see
chapter Connect PC and Printer on page 33).

☞
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The S0 Module: Description and Connection

The COMmander 4S0 module is contained once in the extent of supply
of the COMmander Basic. It has 4 S0 ports that can alternatively be
switched as internal or external S0 ports. The switching is done by an
attachment circuit board that serves as a jumper. In the extent of supply
the S0 ports 1 and 3 are set as external S0 ports, the other two as inter-
nal S0 ports.

The connection to the S0 ports is possible via fixed wiring to the 4
clamps b2, b1, a1 and a2.

Besides this you have a western modular plug on the S0 port 1 and 3.
Depending on the use as an internal or external S0 port, you can con-
nect directly an ISDN device or the NT to the COMmander Basic.

Description of the COMmander 4S0 Module
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Pic. 9: COMmander 4S0 module

� Connection clamp (detachable) of S0 port 1.

� Western modular plug of S0 port 1.

� Connection clamp (detachable) of S0 port 2.

� Connection clamp (detachable) of S0 port 3.

� Western modular plug of S0 port 3.

� Connection clamp (detachable) of S0 port 4.

� Jumper circuit board internal/external of S0 port 1.

� Jumper circuit board internal/external of S0 port 2.

� Jumper circuit board internal/external of S0 port 3.

� Jumper circuit board internal/external of S0 port 4.

� DIL switch for termination resistors of S0 port 1.

� DIL switch for termination resistors of S0 port 2.

� DIL switch for termination resistors of S0 port 3.

� DIL switch for termination resistors of S0 port 4.

� Plug for attachment to the mainboard.
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Select internal/external S0 Port 
Please pay attention to the following issues when deciding which S0
port should be an internal or external one:

� Even after the extension with several modules the
COMmander Basic may have a maximum of 4 external S0 ports.

� If you like to connect the COMmander Basic to NTs without wiring
efforts simply via a western plug cable, you must select the S0 ports
1 and 3 as external S0 ports (default factory settings). These allow
the direct connection via a western modular plug.

The S0 ports can individually be switched over from internal to the exter-
nal by re-plugging the small jumper circuit boards on the connector
strips.

Please pay attention to the labelling on the COMmander 4S0 module
and the white marks on the small jumper circuit boards and adjust them
correspondingly (compare Pic. 10 and Pic. 11).

Configure internal/external S0 Port for the Operation 
of an ISDN Emergency Telephone
The COMmander Autoswitch (Auerswald accessory) in combination
with a COMmander 4S0 module extends the COMmander Basic for the
usage with an ISDN emergency telephone in case of a power failure. If
this additional plug is connected to a COMmander 4S0 module, an
emergency ISDN telephone (e.g. the COMfort 1000 or the smar-tel-i by
Auerswald) is switched from the internal S0 port directly to the external
S0 port in case of a power failure. This telephone remains ready for
operation by switching over to the external S0 port and is able to tele-
phone externally. It gets its emergency supply directly from the public
exchange. 

In order to configure the S0 ports correspondingly, remove the small
jumper circuit boards from the connector strips of two neighbouring S0
ports (S0 port 1 and 2 or S0 port 3 and 4) and put the
COMmander Autoswitch on these connector strips instead (see
Pic. 12). So you get an internal and an external S0 port.

In order to set the emergency unit correspondingly, activate the emer-
gency mode authorization in a compatible ISDN telephone.

Enter an internal subscriber telephone number of the COMmander
Basic as 1st MSN into the telephone (chapter Configuration of ISDN
Devices on page 39). If the telephone allows further entries of MSNs,
external telephone numbers can be entered. It can be called in case of
a power failure. For this reason please use the external telephone num-
bers of the ISDN connection where the telephone is connected to in
case of a power failure. How to make these settings is described in the
manual of your telephone.

Connect the so prepared ISDN telephone to the internal S0 port. If there
is no power failure, this telephone is operated on the internal S0 port of
the COMmander Basic like the other units that are connected there. 

If not only a single telephone has to continue its operation in
case of a power failure but a big portion of the PBX, you are
in need of an uninterruptable power supply, e.g. the USV-300/

-500 Sinus (Auerswald accessory).

If the external S0 port operates as PTP connection, the telephone used
as an emergency telephone must be suitable for the operation on a PTP
connection and be switched over automatically to this operation mode
(the smar-tel-i by Auerswald needs the smar-tel-i operation better than
version 1.43).

On one internal S0 port only one emergency telephone may be oper-
ated. On all the other suitable devices this function must be switched off
by all means.

In a fully extended condition the COMmander Basic can take a maxi-
mum of 4 COMmander Autoswitch because of the limitation to a maxi-
mum of 4 external S0 ports.
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Switch Termination Resistors 
The termination resistors for the internal and external S0 ports are to be
switched on or off with help of the DIL switch on the circuit board. 

If the corresponding S0 port of the COMmander Basic is at the begin-
ning/end of several units or if there is only one connection between two
units, the appropriate termination resistors need to be activated. (see
Pic. 13).

This is the case e.g. if the COMmander Basic is connected directly to
the NTBA as a single device which is always the case with a PTP con-
nection. (Exception: An ISDN connection box with integrated terminal
resistors was switched in between).

The termination resistors needs to be activated (see Pic. 14) e.g. if you
lay an internal S0 bus to two directions starting at the corresponding
internal S0 port.

But you also have to deactivate the termination resistors if you con-
nected an external S0 bus directly to the NT with termination resistors
in the last connection box and if you connect the COMmander Basic to
one of these connection boxes. 

In the individual installation chapters the different possibilities will be
explained in detail again. (see chapter Connection of ISDN Devices to
the internal S0 Port on page 19 and chapter Connection to the NT on
page 22).

Meanings of the Light-Emitting Diodes 
On the western modular plugs of S0 port 1 and 3 you will find four light-
emitting diodes (see Pic. 15). The light-emitting diodes show the activity
on the different S0 ports.

LED glimmers:One B-channel is busy. 

LED glows:Both B-channels are busy. 

LED short flash:D-channel message received. 

LED is flashing with 0,5 Hz:Layer 1 is activated.

In the extend of supply of the COMmander Basic is one
COMmander 4S0 module enclosed. This contains 4 S0 ports that can
be connected alternatively as internal or external S0 ports. (see chapter
Select internal/external S0 Port on page 18).

An S0 port that was configured as an internal S0 port, offers similar fea-
tures like an ISDN Point-to-Multipoint exchange line connection. Here
you can also connect up to eight ISDN units, a maximum of four of them
without an own power supply (that is the case with most of the ISDN tel-
ephones). All the devices should be certified Euro-ISDN devices in
order to guarantee a proper functionality.

On the S0 ports 1 to 4 the connection of the ISDN devices is done via
attached ISDN wall jacks on the four clamps b2, b1, a1 and a2 (see
chapter Installation of additional ISDN Wall Jacks on page 20). If you
use the S0 port 1 or 3 as internal S0 ports, you also have the option to
use the built-in western modular plugs. Thanks to this you will have a
direct connection between the COMmander Basic and an ISDN device
or an ISDN Multiplug.

The connection cable of an ISDN device may have a maximum length
of 10 m. It is equipped with a western plug that you will plug into the
ISDN wall jack (Western modular RJ-45) as you can see in Pic. 16. (If
you like to remove the western plug out of the jack, you will have to
press the lever and pull at the same time to remove it.). In case of ISDN
devices with an own power supply you have to plug them into to the 230
V mains. Then all ISDN devices must be configured. (see chapter
Configuration of ISDN Devices on page 39).

An ISDN Device directly attached to the 
COMmander Basic
If you only like to connect one single ISDN device to the internal S0 port,
you can use the western modular plug that is on the circuit board, pro-
viding that it is the S0 port 1 or 3. The connection cable must not be
longer than 10 m. 
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Pic. 15: S0 LEDs

� LED of S0 port 1
� LED of S0 port 2

� LED of S0 port 3
� LED of S0 port 4

Connection of ISDN Devices to the internal S0 Port

Pic. 16: Connecting
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Several ISDN units connected to one ISDN Multiplug 
The western modular plug available for the S0 port 1 and 3 on the circuit
board can also be used for the connection of an ISDN Multiplug. Use
this option only in case all the ISDN devices that are to be connected to
the corresponding internal S0 port are operating next to the
COMmander Basic and you like to do this without installing ISDN wall
jacks. The specialized dealers will offer you the ISDN Multiplug for this
kind of wiring (Auerswald accessory).

The connecting cables of the ISDN devices and the connecting cable
between the COMmander Basic and the ISDN multiple socket may
have a maximum length of 10 m. The termination resistor on the module
must be activated for the corresponding S0 port (see Pic. 17).

Installation of additional ISDN Wall Jacks
If the ISDN devices should not be operated next to the
COMmander Basic, they must be connected via firmly attached ISDN
wall jacks. In this case the ISDN wall jacks are attached with a cable and
connected in parallel to the internal S0 port (internal S0 bus).

The S0 bus consists of up to twelve parallel connected western modular
wall jacks. But the restriction applies that a maximum of eight ISDN
devices or four ISDN units without an own power supply are attached
like on the NT (Point-to-Multipoint connection). 

The connection of the internal S0 bus happens on the COMmander 4S0
module on the four clamps b2, b1, a1 and a2. This labelling of the
clamps is printed at the back of the clamp on the circuit board. The
clamp blocs can be detached from the module to simplify the installa-
tion.

The wires, stripped at the end, are shoved into the assigned openings
(see Pic. 19) until the right position for proper contact has been
reached. In order to remove a wire again, you have to open the clamp
by pressing the orange key that is on top of the opening with a screw
driver or a similar tool.

Normally you use an unshielded twisted pair cable for wiring installation
(J-YY 2x2x0,6 St III Bd). Under certain circumstances (e.g. near a
strong radio/television station or a power cable), you have to use a
shielded twisted pair cable. 

In any case it should be twisted pair cable with four wire positioning like
in Pic. 20. Here both sending data wires (a1 and b1) as well as both
receiving data wires (a2 and b2) are positioned vis-a-vis. This cable
configuration will help to compensate interferences considerably. 

Pic. 17: ISDN-Multiplug
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If you use western modular wall jacks with the clamp labelling 1a, 1b,
2a and 2b, you connect the clamp b2 of the COMmander 4S0 module
with the clamp 2b of the first wall jack socket, b1 with 1b and so on (see
Pic. 21). Then the clamps of the first wall jack socket are connected with
the corresponding same marked clamp of the second wall jack socket.

In the last wall jack socket a resistor of 100 � (power rating min. 0,25 W)
must be inserted between the clamps 1a and 1b and also 2a and 2b
each. The so-called termination resistors are avoiding unwanted reflec-
tions.

If you use RJ45 wall jacks you only use the middle four clamps that are
marked with 3, 4, 5, 6, instead of all eight existing clamps. How to con-
nect them to the COMmander Basic is shown in Pic. 22.

You can buy many different types of wall jacks. They are sometimes
called IAE (ISDN-Anschluss-Einheit), UAE (Universal-Anschluss-Ein-
heit), RJ-45, Western modular, wall jacks with integrated termination
resistors as well as shielded wall jacks belong to them. In order to make
the setting as simple as possible, please pay attention to the following
points: Use only wall jacks of one type for one S0 bus and check the wall
jacks before installation. The pin assignment may be different com-
pared to the usually used products or the termination resistors are inte-
grated into the ISDN wall jacks.

The maximum length of the total bus wiring should be between 100 m
and 200 m. As at any rewiring position (ISDN wall jack etc.) reflections
occur, the maximum quantity of allowed clamp positions (12) has to be
respected. This and the cable quality as well as the proper adjustment
of the termination resistors can be the key factor for a proper function of
the S0 bus.

Starting at the COMmander Basic you can lay the S0 bus in one or in
two directions (divided bus).

When laying the S0 bus into one direction, on the last ISDN wall jack the
termination resistors need to be installed. At the other end the termina-
tion resistors of the COMmander Basic are switch on via DIL switches
on the COMmander 4S0 module (see Pic. 23).

If you lay the S0 bus into two directions, the termination resistors on the
COMmander 4S0 module are switched off via DIL switch. Instead you
must install the necessary termination resistors on both bus ends that
means in the last ISDN wall jack (see Pic. 24). The maximum length of
the S0 bus and the maximum quantity of ISDN wall jacks is the addition
of both bus parts in this case.

You can lay the S0 bus starting at the COMmander Basic into
two directions. A star formed wiring is not allowed.☞
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22 Connection to the NT

For the connection to the ISDN, one or more NT with the European pro-
tocol DSS1 (Euro-ISDN) are necessary.

The external S0 ports of the COMmander Basic are designed for the fol-
lowing kind of connections: 

� Basic connection as Point-to-Point connection.

� Basic connection as Point-to-Multipoint connection. 

As there are some differences depending on the kind of connection –
PTP connection or PTMP connection – referring to the NT, we subdi-
vided the text into the chapter Connection to a Point-to-Point ISDN Line
on page 22 and chapter Connection to a Point-to-Multipoint ISDN Line
on page 23.

Connection to a Point-to-Point ISDN Line
It is possible to operate only one ISDN device on one NT with PTP con-
nection that means only the COMmander Basic in our case. All addi-
tional ISDN devices are operated as internal subscriber of the
COMmander Basic.

1st option (Pic. 26 on page 23): If the NTBA is next to the
COMmander Basic, you put one end of the enclosed ISDN cable into
the western modular jack of the corresponding COMmander 4S0 mod-
ule and the other end in one of the western modular jacks of the NT. The
termination resistors must be switched on in the NT as well as for the
corresponding S0 port of the COMmander Basic.

2nd option (Pic. 27 on page 23): If the NT is in a longer distance to the
COMmander Basic, it is necessary to us fixed wiring with an ISDN wall
jack at the end (external S0 bus). One end of the enclosed ISDN cable
is put into the western modular jack of the corresponding
COMmander 4S0 module and the other end into the ISDN wall jack. The
termination resistors in the NT must be switched on. On the other end, 

� the termination resistors are built into the ISDN wall jack 

� or on the S0 port of the COMmander Basic the termination resistors 
have to be switched on. 

Advice concerning the cables and ISDN wall jacks to be used as well as
the assignment will be find in chapter Installation of additional ISDN
Wall Jacks on page 20. The maximum distance between NT and
COMmander Basic may be 1000 m.

3rd option (Pic. 25): If you configure one of the S0 ports without western
modular jack as an external S0 port, you will have to use the 4-pole con-
nection clamp of this corresponding S0 port on the COMmander 4S0
module. Connect these with the clamps in the NT. The termination re-
sistors must be switched on in the NT as well as on the corresponding
S0 port of the COMmander Basic. Advice corresponding the cable to be
used can be learned in the chapter Installation of additional ISDN Wall
Jacks on page 20. The maximum distance between NT and
COMmander Basic may be 1000 m.

Connection to the NT

b2  b1  a1  a2

b2 b1 a1 a2

NTBA

Pic. 25: Direct wiring of NT 
and COMmander Basic
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Connection to a Point-to-Multipoint ISDN Line 
1st option (Pic. 28 on page 24): If the NTBA is next to the
COMmander Basic, put one end of the enclosed ISDN cable into the
western modular jack of the corresponding S0 port on the
COMmander 4S0 module and the other end into one of the western
modular jack of the NT. The termination resistors must be switched on
in the NT as well as on the corresponding S0 port of the
COMmander Basic.

2nd option (Pic. 29 on page 24): If the NT is in a longer distance to the
COMmander Basic and/or more than two devices will directly connect
with the NT, a fixed wiring to the NT and ISDN wall jacks are necessary
(external S0 bus). One end of the enclosed ISDN cable will be put into
the western modular jack of the corresponding S0 port on the
COMmander 4S0 module and the other end into one of the existing
ISDN wall jacks of the external S0 bus. The fixed wiring of an external

S0 bus to the NT (PTMP connection) is similar to the wiring of an internal
S0 bus (chapter Installation of additional ISDN Wall Jacks on page 20).
If the COMmander Basic is connected to the last ISDN wall jack,

� the termination resistors may be built into the last ISDN wall jack

� or the termination resistors have to be switched on at the S0 port of 
the COMmander Basic.

If the COMmander Basic is not connected to the last ISDN wall jack, 

� the termination resistors must be built into in the last ISDN wall jack 

� and the termination resistors must be switched off on the corre-
sponding S0 port.

3rd option  (Pic. 25 on page 22): If you configure one of the S0 ports
without available western modular jack as an external S0 port, you must
use the 4-pole connection clamp of the COMmander 4S0 module for the
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Pic. 26: Direct Connection to the NT (PTP connection)
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Pic. 27: Connection to an external S0 bus (PTP connection)
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corresponding S0 port. Connect this with the clamps of the NT. Advice
on the preferred cable types can be found in the chapter Installation of
additional ISDN Wall Jacks on page 20.

If there are further passive devices directly connected to the
NT in parallel to the COMmander Basic and if the NT is
equipped with a 230 Volt power supply, it must be plugged in.

If the COMmander Basic only is operated directly on the NT, you may
leave the NT unpowered in order to save energy.

☞
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Pic. 28: Direct connection to the NT (PTMP connection)
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Pic. 29: Connection to the external S0 bus (PTMP connection)
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The a/b Module: Description and Connection

The COMmander 8a/b module is in the extent of supply of
COMmander Basic once. It contains connection clamps for 8 analog
subscribers. Here analog pulse dialling - or dual-tone multifrequency
telephones, cordless telephones (DECT or CT1+), fax machines,
modems, answering machines etc. can be connected. 

With a telephone that supports CLIP in the analog T-Net the analog tel-
ephone number transfer to the subscriber connection can be used. 

Additionally you have a connection clamp for a system display SD-420
(Auerswald accessory).

Description of the COMmander 8a/b Module

Pic. 30: COMmander 8a/b module

� Clamps (detachable) for connection of 4 analog terminal
devices (called Tn 1 to 4).

� Clamps (detachable) for connection of 4 analog terminal
devices (called Tn 5 to 8) and a system display SD-420 (called
DIS).

� Plug for attachment to the mainboard.

� Jack for the connection to a front plate of the 19“ version.
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The extent of supply of the COMmander Basic has one
COMmander 8a/b module. Thanks to this you can connect eight analog
telephones, fax machines etc. The connection of these devices to the
clamps will be made with attached wall jacks that are connected with tel-
ecommunications cable (e.g. JYY 0,6 mm). You are in need of one wire
pair per subscriber or per wall jack. If you use a wire diameter of
0,6 mm, the lines may have a distance of 800 m between the
COMmander Basic and the wall jacks.

In order to avoid interferences, lay the wires carefully and use twisted
pair cables. And avoid longer parallel leading of the lines especially next
to power supply cables.

The subscriber clamp pairs are labelled with Tn 1 to Tn 8. This clamp
labelling is printed in front of the clamp on the circuit board.

The clamp blocs can be detached from the controller to simplify the
installation. The wires, stripped at the end, are shoved into the assigned
openings (see Pic. 31 on page 26) until the right position for proper con-
tact has been reached. In order to remove a wire again, you have to
open the clamp by pressing the orange key that is on top of the opening
with a screw driver or a similar tool.

Connect each clamp pair (e.g. Tn 1) with the connector a and b of a sin-
gle wall jack (see Pic. 32 on page 26).

The analog subscriber connections are not intended for the
connection of external extensions. If a connecting line for a
telephone has to be laid outdoors, the PBX will have to be

protected by a lightning protection against overvoltage from this line.
The lightning protection modules BSM-200 and BSM-400 (Auerswald
accessory) are suitable for this purpose.

On the COMmander 8a/b module a connection clamp pair with the
name DIS for the connection of a system display SD-420 (special equip-
ment by Auerswald) is available. The system display can only be con-
nected with the COMmander Basic with an attached TAE wall jack
similar to other analog telephones (see chapter Connection of analog
Devices on page 26). 

Connection of analog Devices 

☞

Pic. 31: Subscriber 
clamps

Pic. 32: Wall jacks for analog tele-
phones

Connection of System Display SD-420

Pic. 33: TAE wall jack for SD-420
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The Door Module: Description and Connection

The COMmander 2TSM analog module does not belong to the basic
unit of the COMmander Basic. It is an analog door -/switch -/music -
module. The COMmander Basic can be extended with a maximum of
one COMmander 2TSM analog module.

Thanks to the COMmander 2TSM analog module you can connect or
control two door terminals, each consists of a door handsfree system, a
door opener and two door bell buttons. Herewith the door ringing to all

internal subscribers will be possible as well as the door conversation
and door opening. And it is possible to connect an external ringer (sec-
ond ringer bell) for additional signalization.

In order to execute different switching and controlling processes, the
module has a total of six relays that have to be configured correspond-
ingly to the special purpose. Four of these relays are pre-configured for
controlling both door terminals. If no door terminals are to be controlled,
these relays can be reconfigured for other uses.

Description of the COMmander 2TSM analog Module (not enclosed)

Pic. 34: Analog door-/switch-/music-module

� Clamps (detachable) for connecting door terminal 1:

– In/Output of NF voltage against TGND (labelled as 
TNF1).

– Make contact of relay no. 1 for supplying the door hands-
free system (labelled as TS11, TS12).

– Make contact of relay no. 2 for supplying the door opener 
(labelled as TO11, TO12).

– Inputs for connecting the door bell buttons 1 and 2 (also 
usable as alarm contact, labelled as KLIN1, KLIN2).

� 3-pole plug, the middle pin has 12 V for the use on door 
terminal 1.

� Clamps (detachable) for connecting door terminal 2:

– In/Output of NF voltage against TGND (labelled as 
TNF2).

– Make contact of relay no. 3 for supplying the door hands-
free system (labelled as TS21, TS22).

– Make contact of relay no. 4 for supplying the door opener 
(labelled as TO21, TO22).

– Inputs for connecting the door bell buttons 3 and 4 (also 
usable as alarm contact, labelled as KLIN3, KLIN4).

� 3-pole plug, the middle pin has 12 V for the use on door ter-
minal 2.

� Clamps (detachable):

– Output of the 12 Volt operation voltage.

– Output for connecting a second ringer bell.

– Make contact of relay no. 6.

– Make/Break contact of relay no. 3.

� Cinch connector (mono) for connecting a music output 
device for feeding in external Music on Hold.

� Trimmer for volume setting of recorded external Music on 
Hold.

� LEDs for indicating the on/off mode of the relay. 

� Plug for attachment to the mainboard.

� Cinch connector (announcement output) for connecting a 
loudspeaker. 

� Jack for the connection to a front plate of the 19“ version.
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In case that not all door bell button inputs are necessary in connection
with a door terminal, the inputs can be reconfigured to alarm contacts.
Alternatively to the existing internal Music on Hold you have a cinch
connector (mono) on the controller for feeding in external Music on Hold
or text announcements.

The level of the recorded NF signal can be adjusted with a trimmer on
the controller.

With this connector also a new internal Music on Hold can be recorded. 

Uses for the 12 Volt Power Supply
The 12 volt operation voltage that is available on the
COMmander 2TSM analog module is limited to app. 100 mA per door
terminal. So it can be used e.g. for supplying the door terminal systems
(if you use the TFS-2616 by Auerswald) or the door bell button inputs.

If the operation voltage is used for supplying the door terminal system,
it can be switched with a jumper plug to the relay contact TS12 (or TS22
for door terminal 2) (see Pic. 35). If the operation voltage is not used for
supplying the door terminal system, the jumper plug must be removed
or inserted as demonstrated in Pic. 36.

The 12 Volt operation voltage can also be sourced alternatively from the
connection clamp „+12Volt“.

The Volume Control for the external Music on Hold 
You can adjust the volume of the external Music on Hold with the trim-
mer on the module next to the cinch connector.

The Status LEDs
The six Light-Emitting Diodes on the module circuit board display the
activation status of the six relays.

LED switched on:Relay is switched on 

LED switched off:Relay is switched off 

Pic. 35: Operation voltage available

Pic. 36: Operation voltage switched off
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The COMmander 2TSM analog module allows the connection and the
controlling of two door terminals, each consisting of a door handsfree
system (e.g. TFS-2616 by Auerswald), a door opener and two door bell
buttons. This allows the door ringing to be signalled to all internal sub-
scriber. All internal subscribers can call the door and open the door.

If you like to connect other manufacturer‘s door terminal systems
instead of the TFS-Dialog or TFS-Dialog pro by Auerswald, the speech
transmission of these systems must work in two-wire technic according
to FTZ-123-D12-0 (a signal line and a ground connection).

But if the door terminal system to be connected works with four-wire
technic (two wires per call direction), you must interconnect a converter
(e.g. TSA-500 by Auerswald) from two- to four-wire connection.

You can get wiring diagrams for the connection of different door terminal
systems to the COMmander Basic on our CD or on our homepage.

Connect a Door Terminal System 
For switching the operation voltage of a door terminal system TFS-
Dialog or TFS-Dialog pro you are in need of the 1st relay with the clamp
labelled TS11/TS12 (Pic. 37) for the first door terminal. 

A 12 volt operation voltage is at your disposal on the
COMmander 2TSM analog module, too. This must be connected to the
clamp TS12 with the jumper plug. The speech transmission is estab-
lished via a two-wiring connection to TNF1 and TGND.

Connect a Door Bell Button 
If there is already a house wiring with ringing transformer and door bell
ringing, the door bell button inputs of the COMmander Basic can be
integrated into the wiring like in Pic. 38. For this reason the currently
used ringing transformer must offer a voltage of 5-15 VAC/DC. 

If there is no ringing transformer, the 12 Volt operation voltage of the
COMmander Basic can be used by a door bell button to trigger the door
bell button inputs (Pic. 39 on page 30). If the door bell button inputs
were reconfigured with the configuration program COMset, a GND can
be connected instead of the 12 Volt output. 

Connect a Door Terminal for Door Conversation and Door opening via Telephone 

Pic. 37: Door terminal system 
TFS-Dialog or TFS-Dialog pro

Pic. 38: Door bell button and door bell
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Connect Door Opener 
You are in need of the 2nd relay with the clamp labelled TO11/TO12
(Pic. 40) for switching the door opener for the first door terminal.

As the necessary supply voltage is not offered by the
COMmander Basic, the use of an external transformer is necessary.
Please pay attention to the maximum ratings of the relay contacts (50 V/
1 A).

If the customer likes to notice the ringing at places where he cannot
hear his telephone, you can connect a second ringer bell as shown in
Pic. 41.

The specifications for the second ringer bell can be learned in the chap-
ter COMmander 2TSM analog Module on page 10. It is not possible to
connect a simple door bell. 

The configuration of the second ringer bell will be done with the config-
uration program COMset. In the extent of supply the second ringer bell
is switched off.

If you do not need all the door bell button inputs for the door ringing, you
are able to use the door bell button inputs as alarm inputs. In order to
obtain one alarm input, the door bell button input has to be reconfigured
with the configuration program COMset. 

An alarm input can be connected to an alarm indicator output like in
Pic. 42. You will get more details in the chapter
COMmander 2TSM analog Module on page 10.

Pic. 39: Door bell button
Pic. 40: Door opener

Connection of a second Ringer Bell 

Pic. 41: Second ringer bell

Connection of an Alarm System

Pic. 42: Alarm
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In the default factory settings the available relays are configured for
door functions. Changes are possible with COMset. Which configura-
tion options for the relays are available with the COMmander Basic or
which operation modes are selectable for the relays are shown in the

following tables. A more detailed description of the configuration options
can be learned in the chapter Configure the COMmander 2TSM analog
Module on page 51.

The relays no. 1, 4 and 6 offer the make contact each, the relays no. 2
and 5 a make contact with protection circuit (100 nF, 220 �) and the
relay no. 3 offers a make and break contact.

The COMmander Basic offers no supply voltage on the clamps that
means the supply of the connected units has to be made by an external
voltage.

Pay attention to the maximum rating of the relay contacts (50 V/1 A) that
are absolutely not suited for mains-operated devices. Due to this fact an
interconnecting of a mains relay is necessary.

Connection of external Devices to the switching Relays 

Relay no. Operation Mode: Door Function 

1/4 Talking to the door when picking up the receiver 

2/5 Door opening for 1-99 sec after dialling a number during a door talk 

3/6 Simultaneous switching on e.g. floor light for 1-99 min.

Relay no. Operation Mode: Alarm Function

No. 1/3/4/6 Switching on e.g. a siren for 1-99 sec when activating the alarm contact 

No. 2/5 Switching on e.g. a signal light for 1-99 min. when activating the alarm contact

Relay no. Operation Mode: Music Function

1/2/3/4/5/6 Switching on e.g. a CD player for 1-99 min. as soon as the Music on Hold is needed (during transfer, Query etc.)

Relay no. Operation mode: Universal switching Relay

1/2/3/4/5/6 Switching on e.g. a fax machine in different ways:
1st Switched on during the 1st to 6th PBX configuration (during day, night, at noon etc.)
2nd Remote switching from an internal telephone 
3rd Remote switching from an external telephone 
4th Switch on simultaneously with the second ringer bell
5th Switch on for 1-99 min. as soon as a defined internal subscriber of the COMmander basic is called (PC relay)

Relay no. Operation mode: Announcement Function

1/2/3/4/5/6 Switching on of e.g. a loudspeaker when the announcement output (audio output) is called.
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Alternatively to the internal Music on Hold you can also connect an
external music device (e.g. a CD player) to a Cinch connector (marked
with „Audio In“) on the COMmander 2TSM analog module (Pic. 43). If
necessary you are able to switch on/off the external music source with
the relay function of the COMmander Basic.

Another option may be the connection of a digital music and speech
memory that continuously plays a melody or a text.

The volume control for the external Music on Hold happens via a trim-
mer that is on the module near the Cinch sleeve (labelled with „Volume
Audio In“.

With this input, you can also record a music that will be stored as the
new internal Music on Hold in the COMmander Basic.

If you use external Music on Hold, pay attention to the copy-
right issues for certain music. Please contact the correspond-
ing copyright holder or music agency.

On the COMmander 2TSM analog Module you have a Cinch connector
(labelled „Audio Out“) as an audio output (for announcements). If you
like to use the Cinch connector as an audio output for announcements,
you will have to connect an amplified loudspeaker system or an active
loudspeaker (see chapter COMmander 2TSM analog Module on
page 10).

You will also be able to switch on/off the loudspeaker system or another
device with the relay function of the COMmander Basic.

Connection of an Input Device for external Music on Hold 

☞

Pic. 43: Music on Hold 
with CD Player

Connect a Loudspeaker System for Announcements 

Pic. 44: Loudspeaker for 
Announcements
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Connect PC and Printer

To be able to configure the COMmander Basic, it must be connected to
a PC with the configuration software installed. There are three options
for the connection of the PC:

� Your PC is directly connected via serial port with the PBX (Pic. 46).
If the PC is not next to the PBX, it is recommended to connect via
fixed wiring. The cable (9-pole) and case adapter are enclosed (see
also page 34). (recommended for creating a basic configura-
tion)

� Connection between PC and USB port of a system telephone COM-
fort 1200 or 2000 on the internal S0-Port of the PBX (Pic. 45). This
requires a USB interface on the PC (see also page 34).

� Your PC is connected with the COMmander Basic via an ISDN PC-
controller with CAPI 2.0 driver software installed in your PC
(Pic. 47). This ISDN PC-controller is connected on the internal
ISDN bus. Therefore you need a CAPI 2.0 compatible ISDN PC-
controller (see also page 34).

Minimum Requirements for the PC
� PC with Intel Pentium 266 or compatible processor

� Windows 95, 98, Windows Me, Windows 2000, Windows XP or 
Windows NT 4.0 with service pack 3 or later
but: Windows 98 SE, Windows Me, Windows 2000, Windows XP if 
you use USB interface of the system telephone

� RAM memory 
for Windows 95/98/Me: 32 MB, 64 MB recommended
for Windows 2000/NT/XP: 64 MB, 128 MB recommended

� USB interface (if used for the system telephone) according to USB 
specification 1.1

� CD-ROM drive

� Mouse or compatible pointer device.

� SVGA graphics board with a recommended resolution of at least 
800 x 600 and 256 colors (8 bit), 32768 colors (15 bit) recom-
mended

� 25 MB hard disk space needed for the installation of COMset: 

Pic. 45: COMfort 2000 on 
internal S0 port

Pic. 46: Connection: 
serial interface

Pic. 47: ISDN PC-control-
ler on internal S0 port
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Connection via the serial port (V.24)
The serial port of the PBX can be connected with the serial port of a PC
(COM 1 to 4) as well as with the serial port of a printer (in case that the
customer wants to print the cost and call data directly).

If the unit does not operate next to the PBX, it is recommended to make
a fixed wiring of the cables. For longer transfer distances (longer than 2
m) we recommend to use a shielded two wires cable (e.g.
LIYCY 2 x 0,3 mm). Distances of more than 10 m length may be prob-
lematic even with shielded cable. A function guarantee can not be
offered here because the wiring of the cable and the construction of the
computer interface may have a strong influence.

For the connection of the computer or printer you need a 9- or 25-pole
D-Sub connector (see PC/printer).

On the COMmander Basic side are two options for the connection: 

� In the installation chassis a 9-pole D-Sub connector can be inserted
(see chapter Install the V.24 Case Connector on page 12). The D-
Sub connector that has to be connected to a 10-pole socket (point
� in Pic. 48) on the mainboard is enclosed in the extent of supply.
Here you can connect a cable with D-Sub connector at both ends
(in the extent of supply).

� On the mainboard there is a removable clamp bloc with three screw
clamps (point   in Pic. 48). At the authorized dealer you can get a
fabricated cable with 9- or 25-pole D sub connector (Auerswald
accessory).
If you like to assemble such a cable for yourself, try to use a two-
wire, shielded cable (e.g. LIYCY 2 x 0,3 mm). The meshed shield of
this wire is to be used for the clamp with the label PC-GND, the both
wires inside for RXD and TXD. The PC side of the wire, depending
on the computer connection, needs a 9-pole or 25-pole D-Sub con-
nector as shown in Pic. 48.

Connection via ISDN PC-controller (CAPI 2.0)
With an ISDN PC-controller you can make a connection between PC
and an internal S0 port of the COMmander Basic. The ISDN PC-control-
ler is used like an internal subscriber. You need a CAPI 2.0 compatible
ISDN PC-controller. Get the latest information from the manufacturer of
the ISDN PC-controller about the support of CAPI 2.0.

If you have problems with your ISDN PC-controller, please read the
manual of your ISDN PC-controller or contact the vendor of the ISDN
PC-controller directly about compatibility with CAPI 2.0. Try to get the
most recent drivers with CAPI 2.0 support. Most vendors offer the option
to download new drivers from the Internet or via mailbox.

Install the ISDN PC-controller in the PC and connect it to an internal S0
port (Pic. 47). Details on this operation can be learned in chapter Con-
nection of ISDN Devices to the internal S0 Port on page 19). If you
encounter problems during a running transfer, please check your
cabling. If necessary, contact your dealer or administrator for help.

Connection via a System Telephone COMfort 1200 or 
2000
The connection of the COMfort 1200 or 2000 to a PC is described in the
manual of the telephone. For the installation of the needed drivers
please also consult the manual of the telephone (or the CAPI/TAPI
manual enclosed with the COMfort 2000).

After power-up the configuration of the COMmander Basic
via CAPI (ISDN PC-controller or COMfort 2000) is possible
only once. For further configuration an ISDN PC-controller

has to be configured as internal subscriber on the corresponding S0 port
(If the ISDN PC-controller does not present an MSN you can configure
with COMset a subscriber as „ISDN PC-controller“ on the S0 port as a
workaround. Then the PBX automatically uses this subscriber.)

On the corresponding S0 port programming must be allowed. In the
default factory setting programming is allowed on each individual S0
port.

Pic. 48: Serial port 

� 9-pole D-SUB connector (Solder side view).

� 25-pole D-SUB connector (Solder side view).

� Clamp bloc (detachable) with 3 screw clamps.

� 10-pole header for connection of the case connector.

☞
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Commissioning

This chapter may help you to put the PBX into operation for the first time
and to make the necessary basic configuration to enable internal as well
as external telephony.

Precondition is that you have already done the installation described in
the preceding chapters or at least that you have connected the PC for
the configuration as well as some telephones for a first test.

Connect the PBX with the NT. The different possibilities are described
starting on page 22.

Connect the COMmander Basic with an unobstructed and accessible
230 Volt wall socket with protection earth contact.

After power-on, the case LED will glow red (orange) for some seconds:
The COMmander Basic is initializing.

As soon as the colour of the LED changes into green, the
COMmander Basic is ready for operation. But if the LED remains to be
red, there may be some defect. 

If you like to do a functional test prior to the configuration of
the PBX, e.g. you will be able to make an internal call. Simply
use the internal telephone numbering plan that was created

by the PBX during the first operation. The initially created internal tele-

phone numbering plan is described in chapter The Default Factory Set-
tings on page 42). The 1st MSN entered into individual Auerswald sys-
tem telephones, ISDN telephones as well as ISDN PC-controllers must
match with the here created internal number (please consult the chapter
Configuration of ISDN Devices on page 39 and make sure that this 1st
MSN of the corresponding device is also presented to the PBX).
For some ISDN devices as well as for the system telephones COMfort
1200 and COMfort 2000 the connection to the 230 V mains has to be
made before.
If the NT is equipped with a 230 V power cable and if additional passive
devices are connected to the NT in parallel to the PBX, the NT has to
be connected to a 230 V mains outlet. If the PBX is exclusively con-
nected to the NT, the NT can be used without an additional power sup-
ply to save energy.

Now start the connected PC and install the configuration programs
COMset from the Auerswald Mega Disk. 

� Insert the CD-ROM (Auerswald Mega Disk) into the CD-ROM drive.

� Windows 95/98/Me usually has an Autostart functionality for the
Setup. Sometimes the installation will not be started automatically.
In this case you can start Setup manually: On your desktop click on
the „Start“ button in the task bar and select „Run“.

Click on „Browse“.

� Open the CD-ROM drive with the Auerswald CD-ROM. Select the
application „Setup“ in the root directory by double click.

� Then click on „OK“.

� Follow the instructions on the screen. You will find the installation
for the configuration programs COMset under the software for the
COMmander Basic.

First Operation

☞

Install Configuration Software 
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� Start the configuration software COMset by clicking on the corre-
sponding symbol on the desktop or via „Start ... program ... Auer-
swald ... COMset .... (It may be necessary to cancel the dialog „load
configuration“ after the start.)

� Select the interface in the menu under „options... interface“.
If there is a connection via serial interface, select the correct V.24
COM port of the PC (e.g. COM 1).
If there is a connection via an ISDN PC-controller, select the option
„ISDN PC-controller (CAPI 2.0)“.
If there is a connection via COMfort 2000 (Routing, page 41), select
„ISDN PC-controller (CAPI 2.0)“ or „USB“. 
If there is a connection via COMfort 1200 (Routing, page 41), select
the „USB“ option.

After the first power-up the configuration of the COMmander
Basic via CAPI (ISDN PC-controller or COMfort 2000) is pos-
sible only once. For further configuration an ISDN PC-control-

ler has to be configured as internal subscriber on the corresponding S0
port (If the ISDN PC-controller does not present any MSN, the PBX will
automatically use this subscriber.) 
The ISDN PC-controller may not be configured as „Direct Exchange
Line Telephone“. On the corresponding S0 port programming must be
allowed.
In case of an indirect connection of the PC to the terminal to be config-
ured (e.g. PC connection to the USB port of a COMfort 2000 to config-
ure the PBX), the transmission will be faster if the interface is set to
„ISDN controller (CAPI 2.0)“ (using the B channel) instead of the selec-
tion „USB“ (using the D channel).

� Click on the top left button „New“ to open a new configuration. In the
next dialog you select the device type to configure.

If you like to modify the internal telephone numbers assigned
by the default settings of your PBX, read the existing configu-
ration out of the PBX instead of opening a new configuration

(with the button „Open“ and then „from PBX“).

� On the right side of the window five modules (in the slots A-E) are
displayed. The two modules enclosed in the default factory settings
have already been activated. (If you extended or modified the PBX
with a module, activate it with the right mouse key.)

Then you click with the left mouse key on the module icon -of the
(first) 4S0 Module to display the configuration options of the mod-
ule´s S0 ports.

� In the column „type of use“ you can select between internal or exter-
nal S0 port. Here the settings have already been pre-selected to
match with the hardware in the default factory setting. (If you have
changed the port settings by modifying the jumpers on the control-
ler, you have to adjust these settings. If an external S0 port is not
used at this time, please select „free“ or „S0 internal“.)

For the external S0 ports the connection type is individually selecta-
ble. In the default factory settings „PTP connection“ was selected
here. If you connected an external S0 port to an NT with „PTMP con-
nection“, you must select this type of connection. This configura-
tion may be necessary for additional 4S0 modules.

Creating a Basic Configuration

☞

☞

�

�

�

�

�
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� Now click on „exchange line numbers“ in the left window pane. The
window content appearing is dependent the kind of connection
(Point-to-point connection, Point-to-multipoint connection or
mixed). 

You have to enter the country code and area code into entry fields
at the top of the window.

Point-to-Point connection: In case of a Point-to-Point connection
(a base number with additional Direct Dial Inward numbers) you
have to enter your base number without area code into the column
„PTP base number“ of the first table.
If you have multiple ISDN exchange lines with the same base
number, please enter these separately and activate both check
boxes in the column „bundle“. 
(The reception number, e.g. „0“, is not part of the base number, but
is a Direct Dial Inward number.)
The Direct Dial Inward numbers received from the network provider
are entered into the column „MSN/DDI“ of the following table. (If
you have the Direct Dial Inward number block 1-99 and use the 1,
the numbers 10-19 are not available anymore) Assign an S0 port to
each number by activating a check box in the column „S0 1, ...“. (If
you have a trunk bundle both columns are activated simultane-
ously.) 

Example: 

Point-to-Multipoint connection: In case of one or more Point-to-
Multipoint connections you have to enter your MSNs without area
code into the column „MSN/DDI“. Assign an S0 port to each number
by activating a check box in the column „S0 1“, „S0 2“...).

� Now click on „internal numbers“ in the left window pane. You can
create internal subscribers in this table by entering the number and
assigning this number to a port (module slot A-D in the column
„slot“, select port number in the column „internal port“ and type of
device in the corresponding column).

The two-digit numbers 10-59 and the three-digit numbers 100-599
are available. The usage of two-digit numbers reduces the available
amount of three-digit numbers. Example: If the number 11 is
assigned, the numbers 110-119 (Emergency numbers!) are not
available anymore.

The program can also generate a rising list of numbers (enter the
smallest number, step into the name entry field to the right with the
right arrow-key and start the function by clicking the right mouse
key).

The 1st MSN entered into individual Auerswald system tele-
phones, ISDN telephones as well as ISDN PC-controllers
must match with here created internal number (Please con-

sult the user manual of the corresponding device; besides this make
sure that this 1st MSN of the corresponding device is also presented to
the PBX).

05306 / 9200 - 0

area code base number DDI number

☞

PTP connection�

PTMP connection

�
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� Now click on „call distribution ... external -> subscribers“ in the left
window pane. You can define the distribution of external calls to
individual internal subscribers in this table (the exchange line num-
bers are listed top to bottom and the internal numbers are listed left
to right). Click on the coloured buttons „immediately“ or „delayed“
first and then into the fields to be modified.

If internal numbers and external Direct Dial Inward numbers (DDIs)
are matching, you can create a 1:1 assignment with the „linear call
distribution“. If you have received the Direct Dial Inward numbers -
40 to -59 for your PTP-connection and created the same numbers
40 to 59 in the window „internal numbers“, you can assign the cor-
responding internal number to each external DDI by clicking on the
button „linear call distribution“.

� You have defined a basic configuration now which enables you to
make and receive calls. This configuration has to be stored into the
PBX. Click on the button „Save“ and then on „PBX“. 

For backup purposes you can save this configuration to disk by
clicking on „Save“ and then „File“.

� If you stored the configuration into the PBX and saved it to a file
(optional), you may close the configuration (click „File“ and „Close“)
or leave the PC program (click „File“ and „Quit“). In both cases you
are asked if you like to save your changes. If this has already been
done, select „no“. 

�

�

�
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Configuration of analog Devices
If you pick up the receiver telephone after having plugged in a new tel-
ephone, please dial 7 and hang up. Thanks to this the PBX will learn
the dialling mode.

If the new telephone has a dual-tone multifrequency dialling, check
whether the FLASH key was activated and configure the FLASH period
as short as possible (see operation instruction of the telephone). Then
you execute the programming described in the following. Subsequent to
this the PBX has learned the exact duration of the FLASH time of your
telephone. This is very important e.g. for the Transfer or Query. Analog
telephones that execute certain function via T-Net function key/menu
are using a long FLASH (300 ms). Often an additional FLASH key is
available. Configure this also to 300 ms and execute the following pro-
gramming again.

Learn Flash Duration

Configuration of ISDN Devices
You must inform each Auerswald system telephone and each ISDN
device (Euro-ISDN telephones, ISDN FAX machines, ISDN PC-control-
lers etc.), about the internal telephone number it has to react on. For this
purpose you enter the telephone numbers (for example 29; see picture
� on page 37) as 1st MSN into the device. How this does work can be
learned in the operation manuals of the corresponding devices. 

Due to the free telephone numbering plan it is only clear after having fin-
ished the configuration which internal telephone number is available for
the corresponding internal S0 port. If you like to enter telephone num-
bers into a couple of telephone numbers nevertheless in order to make
internal test calls before starting the configuration, simply use the inter-
nal telephone numbering plan that will be there after the first operation
or that you can create by pressing a button later. (see chapter Creating
an internal Telephone Numbering Plan by pressing a Button on
page 16).

Please use each of these telephone numbers once. If one of these
numbers is assigned twice, a proper functionality can not be guaranteed
anymore.

Besides this make sure that this 1st MSN of the corresponding device
is also presented to the PBX. 

Normally an ISDN subscriber is fixed to the internal S0 port which he
was configured for. But if you activate in the configuration program that
the ISDN subscribers may move from port to port, all the ISDN devices
will be allowed to be connected to any other internal S0 port. The
COMmander Basic recognizes the subscriber again and registers him
to the other port if the receiver is picked up for a short moment after
plugging into another ISDN wall jack. Also in this case the maximum
quantity of ISDN devices on one internal S0 port must not be exceeded
(a maximum of 8 ISDN devices, but a maximum of four bus-powered
devices).

Automatic PBX Software Update 
If you like to make sure that the COMmander Basic has the most current
operation software, you can execute an automatic PBX software update
now (see chapter The Automatic PBX Software Update Button on
page 16).

Close the Case 
If you finished the installation and put the cable properly in the cable
space, (the installation chassis offers fixing hooks), you can close the
cover. Put the case cover on the chassis as shown in Pic. 50. Then you
shove the cover down vertically until it clicks into its correct position.

Final Steps

b 7 Q 55 FF #
your DTMF 
telephone 

public 
pass-
word

press the FLASH key 
twice

Pic. 49: Installation finished

Pic. 50: Close the Case
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Configuration Options

Part of the product is a CD-ROM with four PC programs for use with the
PBX.

The configuration program COMset will be needed in any case to adjust
the PBX for the ISDN connection and to enter the requirements of the
customer installation. The configuration options are described in the fol-
lowing. It is also possible to program the customers PBX over an exter-
nal telephone connection from a remote location (see chapter Remote
Programming on page 59).

With the program COMtools separate PC programs can be launched.
These programs can modify wake-up times, call allowance accounts,
Short-Code Dialling numbers, special numbers and the Music on Hold.

The PC program COMlist will let you manage and analyse the data in
the call data memory of the PBX.

The PC program Soft-LCR manages the data for the Least Cost Rout-
ing.

General Advice for using the Configuration Software
Program Windows: This is divided into two parts:
� In the left view are the themes listed in the order to be worked on. If

you leave out a theme, it may happen that the following page is not
available (e.g. because no subscriber with an internal telephone
number has been configured yet).

� The right view shows the page of the selected theme. For working
on the program pages you need not the menu line. All the entries
and changes are made directly on the pages via mouse or keys.

Help: With the menu „Help...Topics“ or with the F1-key you can open a
help window that will offer you explanations to the respectively open
page.

Entry into a free field: A free entry field lets you enter a name or a
number. Click into the corresponding field with the left mouse key and
then enter a number or a name with the keyboard.

Modify number or name: If you entered a number or a name and like
to completely change these, click twice onto the entry to be written over
with the left mouse key. After that it will be marked blue and can be
directly written over or be deleted with delete/backspace.

Extendable tables: In order to delete an entry in extendable tables
(e.g. exchange line access numbers, internal subscriber telephone
numbers), the whole line can be deleted here. Therefore click with the
left mouse click into a field of the line to be deleted. This field gets a yel-
low margin. By pressing the right mouse key then, a menu opens. Click
on „delete line“.

Automatic number generator: If you like to use several successive
telephone numbers in the table for internal telephone numbers, you can
use the program to create these. First you enter the lowest telephone
number into a free field. Then you click into this field with the left mouse
key. The field will get a blue edging. If you click the right mouse key
then, a menu will open. Click on „new numbers until ...“. Now you can
enter a second telephone number to limit the range of telephone num-
bers.

Switch functions on or off: A square displays a switch field. An empty
square means „off“ or „no“; a little hook means „on“ or „yes“. 
� The switch over happens by simply clicking on it with the left mouse

key.

� If there are more boxes in a table column, the switching over is also
done by simply clicking with the left mouse key.

� If you like to switch over a whole column or a bigger part of this, first
mark the corresponding fields by drawing with the pressed left
mouse key over the corresponding fields. You can mark the whole

column by clicking on the headline of the column with the left mouse
key. Then you can open a Popup-menu by clicking with the right
mouse key into the corresponding column and select with the left
mouse key. All marked fields will be changed at the same time.

Toggle functions: For functions that offer more than switching on/off,
but whose settings are limited to a few setting options, a default setting
was made in the field. If you like to change this, you will have to select
the option with the left or right mouse key out of the opened pop-up
menu.
� If there is a single field with an arrow pointing down, you open the

pop-up menu by mouse click with the left mouse key onto the field.

� If there are more fields in a table column, you will open the pop-up
menu by clicking twice with the left mouse key. 

� If you like to modify a whole column or a bigger part of it, first you
mark the corresponding fields by drawing the corresponding fields
with pressed left mouse key. The whole column can be marked by
clicking on the headline of the column with the left mouse key. Then
you can open the pop-up menu by clicking with the right mouse key
and make your choice. The marked fields will be changed at the
same time.

Description of the bundled Software
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Routing
You can configure the PBX and all connected system telephones
(COMfort 1000, COMfort 1200 and COMfort 2000) with a PC con-
nected to the PBX or to one of the connected system telephones.

If you are using the program COMfort Set the dialog „Connection paths“
will be opened after clicking on the buttons „Save/Open“. Please select
the telephone to configure here.

In case of an indirect connection of the PC to the terminal to be
configured (e.g. PC connection to the USB port of a COMfort

2000 to configure the PBX), the transmission will be faster if the inter-
face is set to „ISDN controller (CAPI 2.0)“ (using the B channel) instead
of the selection „USB“ (using the D channel).

PC connected to PBX: Double-click on the PBX icon to display the
connected system telephones.

Please select the telephone to configure and accept it with „OK“.

PC connected to system telephone (COMfort 1200 or
COMfort 2000) and PBX: Double-click on the PBX icon to display the
other connected system telephones.

Please select the telephone to configure and accept it with „OK“.

☞
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The default factory settings listed here, can be re-established with a
push of a button (see chapter Return to the Default Factory Settings
with internal Telephone Number Distribution on page 58).

The Default Factory Settings

Alarm function: deactivated

Exchange line authorization: unrestricted exchange line authorization 

external call ringing/external call distribution no preset

External to External Transfer: with special exchange line access number only, limited to 15 minutes 

Call Waiting: deactivated, Call Waiting only, if call can be taken without finishing the other call and 
no other telephone rings

Do-not-disturb deactivated

Call forwarding (AWS): deactivated; are executed via the 2nd B channel 

Response time remote switching 10 seconds

Call forwarding from door terminal, external deactivated

Call forwarding from door terminal, internal analog subscribers off, ISDN subscribers on

Connection without dialling/Automatic dialling: deactivated

Authorization for programming of subscriber CF: activated

Authorization for programming of group AWS: deactivated

Authorization of programming of MSN/DDI CF: deactivated

Busy after end of call: activated

Busy-on-Busy: deactivated

Direct exchange line telephone: deactivated

Firmware Update, with time automation: deactivated; from 4-8 a.m., simultaneous update of the system telephones 

FLASH timing for analog telephones: 300 ms

Follow-me (Call forwarding): deactivated

Response time remote switching 10 seconds

Call charge registration with changing subscriber: remain with the subscriber who established the call 

Call charge metering: activated

Call charge allowance: effective in case of private and business calls, but unlimited 

Call charge rate: depends on the PBX firmware version: 0,12 DM/charge unit or 0,06 EUR/charge unit 
(rounding errors are accepted here) 

Call data management: the oldest calls are overwritten if the memory is full; telephone numbers are recorded 
(private numbers truncated), free of charge calls (unsuccessful calls and incoming 
calls are in this category) are not recorded

Pick-up: deactivated

InterCom to system telephones: deactivated

Ringer rhythm for internal calls: 3 x short

Ringer rhythm for external calls: 1 x long (similar to Telekom)

Automatic Configuration switching, time controlled: deactivated

Authorization for manual configuration switching: deactivated

Configuration dependent programming: for all configuration at the same time

Short-Code Dialling authorization: deactivated

LCR: deactivated

Emergency call priority function: activated

Passwords: public password: 2, secret password: 1111, external password: 4321, private pass-
word: no preset, administrator password: no preset; user password: no preset 

Project number: 2-digit

Programming devices: not assigned, programming possible from each telephone

Programming (CAPI) on internal S0 port: permitted on all internal S0 ports

Programming on internal telephone: permitted with public password 

Programming of an CF from external telephone: not permitted 

Switching relay, internal: permitted
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In order to be reachable from internal or external telephones, the indi-
vidual subscribers must get internal telephone numbers and be entered
into the external call distribution (external call ringing, see also chapter
Creating a Basic Configuration on page 36).

Assign internal Telephone Numbers 
The PBX allows the free assignment of internal telephone numbers to
internal subscribers, groups etc. These must be entered under internal
telephone numbers in COMset. At your disposal are the 2-digit tele-
phone numbers from 10 to 59 as well as the 3-digit telephone numbers
100 - 599.

The use of 2-digit telephone numbers restricts automatically the availa-
bility of 3-digit telephone numbers. If e.g. the telephone number 12 was
given away, the telephone numbers 120-129 would not longer be avai-
lable. 

You can connect the numbers in the emergency Short-Code Dial mem-
ory to these numbers. The advantage is that even persons without PBX
experience or knowledge of exchange line access numbers can dial
these numbers without any problems (e.g. 110). In the default factory
settings such a connection has already been made for the telephone
numbers 110 and 112. So these telephone numbers will not be availa-
ble any longer for assignment.

Relay operation mode door functions 

Relay switch timing Relay 2 and 5: 2 seconds; Relay 3 and 6: 2 minutes

Reservation of a B channel no reservation 

Recall on busy switched on

Number presentation: no MSN, not suppressed 

Number presentation analog (CLIP): deactivated

Numbering plan internal; is created when the first operation 
starts or by reset (chapter Return to the Default Factory 
Settings with internal Telephone Number Distribution on 
page 58) depending on the modules in use:

Slot A: internal telephone numbers 11-18
If there is a COMmander 8a/b module, the subscriber 1 has the telephone number 
11, subscriber 2 the number 12 and so on
If there is a COMmander 4S0 module, the S0 port 1 has the numbers 11 and 12 (if 
it is an internal S0 port), S0 port 2 has the telephone number 13 and 14 and so on.

slot B: internal telephone numbers 21-28 

slot C: internal telephone numbers 31-38.

slot D: internal telephone numbers 41-48.

slot E: door 1 has the internal number 51, door 2 the internal number 52

Call system displays: Internal telephone number 50 (The first analog subscriber of the 
corresponding COMmander 8a/b module is assigned to the system displays as user. 
Referring to this telephone numbering plan these are the subscribers 11, 21, 31 or 
41.)

Short-Code Dial memory 8110: internal telephone number 110 (entry 110)

Short-Code Dial memory 8112: internal telephone number 112 (entry 112)

Call distribution external (external call, ringing): no preset 

Serial port: no special function

Immediate exchange dial tone copy: deactivated

Special dial tone call data memory/filling level deactivated/80 %

Special dial tone Do-not-Disturb, Baby Call, CF: activated

Blocking numbers, Release numbers: no entry, deactivated 

door bell button call distribution: first subscriber from the left rings on all door bell buttons (for the here described inter-
nal numbering plan the subscriber with the smallest telephone numbers)

door bell button signalling: deactivated

door bell button-door station-assignment: all the door bell buttons are assigned to the door terminal 1 

door bell button inputs: all inputs for door bell button, switchable with 5 - 15 V AC/DC

Door opener authorization: activated 

Moving function for ISDN/change of port: activated 

Delay time for delayed external ringing: 20 seconds

Delay time for delayed call forwarding 20 seconds

Preferred exchange line (preferred external S0 port): 1st external S0 port

Dial tone, internal: 3 x short for all subscribers

Wake-up time: no entries, deactivated

Second ringer bell: deactivated

Call Distribution
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External Call Distribution (External Call Ringing)
To reach internal subscribers from the exchange line, the telephone
numbers available on the ISDN connections have to be registered as
exchange line numbers in COMset first (up to 100 telephone numbers
can be managed) and have to be distributed to the internal subscribers
and groups under Call Distribution. The configuration of a delayed
external call ringing is also possible. The External call ringing delay
time can also be changed in COMset.

Callers dialling a wrong DDI (existing on the basic rate connection but
not configured in COMset) or an incomplete DDI, will be switched to the
first entered DDI of the corresponding exchange line after 4 seconds.

Call Waiting
Each user can switch on/off „knocking“ on his unit if necessary (page 24
in the user manual). With COMset the activation can depend on some
Call Waiting conditions for individual subscribers. So e.g. the „knock-
ing“ can be permitted in case that the corresponding subscriber is
allowed to take the call without hanging up the receiver and/or in case
that no other telephone rings with the same telephone number.

Busy-on-Busy
For an incoming call via an external telephone number the external call
distribution may include several telephones, e.g. because somebody
likes to be reachable at several places. But if this person has a call on
one of these telephones, the other telephones will also ring in case of a
new incoming call to the external telephone number. Then the caller will
think that nobody is there (at least when the call can not be taken by
another person because e.g. after hours only one person is in the
office). In order to avoid this situation, the function „Busy-on-Busy“ can
be activated with COMset. The incoming caller gets the busy tone then.

Call Forwarding
If you assigned the corresponding authorization, a call forwarding can
be configured by each subscriber for his telephone (page 25 in the user
manual), for one of the groups (page 52 in the user manual) or for one
of the telephone numbers of the ISDN exchange line (MSN/DDI,
page 28 in the user manual). A configuration of the Call forwarding in
COMset is also possible.

For each call forwarding the options „unconditional“, „on busy“ and „on
no Reply“ are possible. Besides this one group can be forwarded in
case that all members are logged out (e.g. to an answering machine).
Internal as well as external forwarding targets are possible. 

In the default factory settings an external call forwarding is always exe-
cuted via 2nd B channel. So the PBX establishes a connection to the
external destination number automatically by using an additional free B-
channel in addition to the B-channel used by the incoming call. The
charges for the connection established by the PBX will be charged to
the PBX subscriber. If you like to avoid that any free B-channel is used
by the PBX (e.g. because the costs for the different S0 ports are paid by
different persons), you will be able to configure with the configuration
program that the call forwarding will not use other exchange lines.
Please note that the possibility of a not successful CF will be higher
because of a busy B channel.

If you like to avoid the multiple usage of the B-channels, you can con-
figure the PBX to perform the MSN/DDI call forwarding always in the
public exchange instead of the 2nd B-channel. The programming with
the subscriber telephone will be the same. But you may experience a
longer configuration response time.

The delay time for a Call forwarding „if nobody takes the call“ is adjust-
able in COMset (only if configured via the 2nd B channel).

For the Call forwarding „on busy“ the fallback on busy be switched on
in COMset. If the busy subscriber hangs the receiver up, the already for-
warded call falls back to him again (if nobody has taken the call in the
meantime).

Do-not-Disturb
If you do not temporarily like to be disturbed by your telephone, you can
configure your telephone to prevent external and internal calls. The so-
called Call protection for internal and external calls can be switched on
in COMset or via telephone (page 30 in the user manual).

If he likes to be reachable for certain persons with the activated „do-not-
disturb“, it will be possible to enter their external telephone number into
a VIP list with the PC software COMtools.

If you do not like to be called by certain persons, you are able to enter
their external telephone numbers into the Robinson list with the PC soft-
ware COMtools.

Then the lists can be activated or deactivated in COMset or via tele-
phone (page 30 in the user manual). It is necessary for the PBX to iden-
tify the caller: The caller has to present his telephone number.

The call protection is only valid for calls directed to the own telephone.
In order not to get group calls, the user has to „log out“. Exception: The
Robinson list can also be activated for groups with COMset.

The following settings are recommended for the subscriber connection
of fax machines, FaxTAM, modem, ISDN PC-controller or answering
machines and can be configured in COMset:
� Do-not-Disturb off,

� Call Waiting off,

� no charge impulse,

� no group membership (besides of answering machine - group),

� Door call distribution off (except answering machine with internal
call forwarding from door terminal),

� Door opener authorization off,

� no internal special dial tones

� continuous dial tone, internal/external

� ringer melody internal/external 1 x long,

� answering machine only: Pickup permitted,

� answering machine only: Partial exchange line authorization.

Analog telephones that execute certain function via T-Net
function key/menu are using a long FLASH (300 ms). This
FLASH-timing is pre-configured in the PBX. An additional

FLASH key is often available. Configure this also to 300 ms (see man-
ual of the telephone).

Configure different Devices

☞
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Exchange Line Authorization
If you like to prevent high telephone charges due to calls to e.g. high
price service numbers, you can limit the dialling options for each individ-
ual internal telephone or for each group. You can configure with the con-
figuration program COMset exchange line authorizations (separate for
business and private calls) for each subscriber. These authorizations
are defining which type of numbers are allowed to be called by the sub-
scriber (all national and international numbers, national numbers only or
local calls only). A subscriber can also be limited to internal calls or
accepting external calls only. Blocking numbers are limiting an
exchange line authorization, Release numbers and Short-Code Dialling
authorization are extending a limited exchange line authorization.
These numbers can be modified with COMtools.

Call Allowance
If you like to have a fixed limit for call charges, you can configure a
defined amount of charge units for each subscriber. You can configure
with COMset, if the call allowance accounts are charged for all calls, pri-
vate calls, business calls, group calls (calls made as group member
logged in outgoing). The customer can modify the account for each sub-
scriber by telephone (page 32 in the user manual) or with COMtools.

To use the function „call allowance“ without restrictions, you
will need the feature „Advice of charge during the call
(AOCD)“ for your ISDN exchange line. With „Advice of charge

at the end of the call (AOCE)“ the PBX can only find out at the end of
the call, if the call allowance has been exceeded.

Please note that some providers do not transmit call charges. If such a
provider is used to make a call, a configured call charge allowance can-
not work for the corresponding call. To avoid this, the provider numbers
should be entered as restricted numbers with COMtools telephone book
and be activated for each telephone via COMset. 

Least Cost Routing
The PBX enables you to call easy and without prior thinking via the
cheapest available network provider. This is called automatic Least
Cost Routing. You have to configure several options with the PC soft-
ware Soft-LCR in order to use this feature.

You can enable this feature for each individual subscriber by telephone.
This configuration can also be done by each individual subscriber
(page 31 in the user manual). If you enable the automatic LCR for a tel-
ephone, the PBX will search for each external call started by you the
cheapest provider. The provider will be dependent on the dialled
number, date and time. The provider code number will automatically be
dialled in front of the external number.

LCR does not work for a Call forwarding to external telephone
numbers.

The PBX has a permanent call charge data memory for 3000 data sets.
A call charge data set contains the following information:

� Number of the call partner, if presented.

� Exchange line and MSN used for the call.

� Date and time at call beginning.

� Call duration or ringing duration for unsuccessful calls.

� Charge units and call cost sum.

� Internal subscriber involved in the call.

� Internal group involved in the call.

� Type of call: Incoming or outgoing, business or private, successful
or unsuccessful.

� Project number, if assigned to the call.

The bundled software for call charge data management COMlist and a
PC connected to the PBX lets you manage, analyse and transfer call
charge data from the PBX. It is also possible to print the data directly to
a printer attached to the serial port of the PBX.

In case of a call data memory overflow you can enable the recording of
additional calls by activating the setting Overwrite the memory auto-
matically in COMset. If this is not what you want, you have to delete the
call data memory via telephone in time before no new data can be
recorded anymore (page 34 in the user manual). To know early when
this would be the case, a Special dial tone if usage of the call data
memory has exceeded % can be configured in COMset for certain
subscribers.

To avoid a fast filling of the memory (e.g. by unsuccessful calls), you
can configure in COMset which kind of calls should be recorded. The
Registration with telephone numbers can be switched off or deacti-
vate Show the private number completely the telephone numbers
of the private calls are not completely shown for privacy reasons.

Analyse Call Data with the PC Program COMlist
The PC program COMlist helps the customer to manage and analyse
the call data in the call data memory of the PBX. Installation and use of
the PC program are described in the chapter Installation and Use of the
bundled Software on page 58 in the user manual.

Call Data Management with external Programs
If you do not like to manage your call charge data with COMlist but like
to use your own software, you have to configure the operation mode of
the serial interface to „data exchange with external programs“ and con-
nect your PC with the PBX (chapter Connection via the serial port (V.24)
on page 34.

You like to limit Telephone Costs (Cost Control)

☞

☞

Register and analyse Call Charge Data
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Direct Output to a serial Printer
If you do not like to analyse your data on the PC, but like to send the
data directly to a printer, you can directly connect a serial printer to the
serial port (chapter Connection via the serial port (V.24) on page 34).
You have to configure the parameters of the serial port in the printer (no
handshake, 9600 baud, 8 bit data, 1 stop bit, no parity). The output for-
mat of the headers and footers can be customized according to the
printer and customer requirements. For printing all information a line
width of 112 characters needs to be configured in the configuration pro-
gram COMset. If a smaller line width is configured, certain columns will
not be printed. The following shortcuts/IDs are used in the printouts:
* no number presented

Ax:yyy Call via exchange line x and MSN yyy

TNxxx Call of subscriber xxx

I Type of call: Incoming.

O Type of call: Outgoing.

B Type of call: Business.

P Type of call: Private.

U Type of call: Unsuccessful.

Gxxx Call of group xxx

Pxxxxxx Project number xxxxxx

xxxmyys Duration xxx minutes and yy seconds

xxxxxe xxxxx units

CF x Call forwarding via exchange line x

UPD Software update

S0PR configuration via ext. S0 port

Alarm alarm call

Door x Door to external call from door terminal x

If the printer is always on and you like to see the call data of the call just
finished you have to configure the serial port to operation mode „contin-
uous call data output“. If you like to remove the printer in this operation

mode from time to time without losing data, you will need the Start-/Stop
command for the „continuous call data output“ (page 33 in the user
manual).

If the call data is printed on demand only, the operation mode of the
serial port may remain „exclusive, for configuration software only“. The
printing will start, if the customer enters the command for the call data
printing by telephone (page 34 in the user manual).

Control the Call Charges with a Telephone
To control the call charges for each single subscriber, the call charges
are also registered for each subscriber in the PBX. An enquiry and dele-
tion of the charge sum can be performed from time to time (page 32 in
the user manual). Deleting the charges has no effect on the call data in
the call data memory.

To control the call charges during or directly after a call, the charges are
send and displayed on ISDN telephones in the moment they occurred.
This is even the case, when the receiver is already on-hook. For analog
telephones with a charge meter display, the PBX can be configured to
translate the ISDN charging information into analog metering pulses.

If external calls are transferred to internal subscribers often, you can
configure the „Call Charge Registration with changing Subscriber“, to
charge the call charges to the next subscriber from the time of transfer
on.

For the function „Call Charge Registration with changing Sub-
scriber“ you need the feature „Advice of Charge during the
Call (AOCD)“ on you exchange line. Otherwise all charges will

be registered to the last subscriber.

If the PBX is used e.g. in a hotel, it may be better to use a separate S0
port for each room. This way you avoid the situation that a hotel guest
modifies his telephone MSN to make calls to the bill of other guests.
Please note: A subscriber configured as „ISDN PC-controller“ also
accepts calls from devices without an MSN or with a different MSN pres-
entation. This enables the use of controllers that do not present an MSN
at all (chapter Programming via PC (Interface CAPI 2.0) on page 50).

With ISDN you have the feature to transmit your own telephone number
to the person you called or to the caller. If this one has an ISDN connec-
tion and an ISDN telephone (or a CLIP compatible analog telephone),
he will be able to see the transferred telephone number on his display
before the conversation or at the beginning of the call.

Presentation of Number to incoming Caller
For each subscriber and each group can be configured which telephone
number (MSN/DDI) will be presented in case of incoming calls. The
transmitted telephone number will enable the caller to identify whether
he is connected to the desired calling partner or whether his call was for-
warded or taken via pickup.

Presentation of private or Business Number 
In COMset the telephone number to be presented in case of an out-
bound business call (for the subscribers additionally for private calls)
can be configured for each subscriber and each group.

Restriction of Number Presentation (CLIR)
If the called person should not see your telephone number, the tele-
phone number presentation of outbound and incoming calls (CLIP/
COLP) can be switched off in COMset. These settings can also be done
by each user for outbound calls on his own telephone (page 24 in the
user manual). He has also the possibility to restrict the number presen-
tation from call to call (page 12 in the user manual).

You can only use this function if you applied for the ISDN serv-
ice feature „Optional restriction of the telephone number pres-

entation (CLIR)“ at your provider and if it is activated.

Show the Telephone Number transmitted by the 
Caller (CLIP)
The telephone number of a caller (if transmitted) is shown on the ISDN
telephones and on the optionally connected system displays SD-420
(Auerswald accessory).

If CLIP-compatible analog telephones are connected to the PBX, the
telephone number information can also be transferred to the corre-
sponding analog subscribers. In order that these telephones are able to
recognize this information without problems, you are in need of a spe-
cial ringer signal that must be switched on for these subscribers. Show
CLIP Information has to be switched on for these subscribers in COM-
set. All other subscribers better switch off this function (default factory
setting).

☞

Configure Telephone Number Presentation

☞
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Some CLIP compatible analog telephones support the record-
ing of date and time in the caller list. Sometimes the display of
the name instead of the number is possible. If you like to use

this function the Extended CLIP info has to activated. If you like to see
names you have to enter these into the telephone book of the PBX with
COMtools telephone book.

Direct Exchange Line 
Telephones mainly used for external calls, but without functions such as
Short-Code Dialling, project number and private calls, may be config-
ured with COMset as direct exchange line telephones to simplify oper-
ation. These are able to make external call without entering the
exchange line access number 0. It should be a DTMF or ISDN tele-
phone because internal calls are only possible with a previous dialling
of the * -key (2 x).

Short-Code Dial Memory
To prevent entering frequently used external numbers each time, you
can assign these numbers to a 4-digit Short-Code Dial Number. This
Short-Code Dial Number will be dialled instead of the exchange line
access number 0 + external number. The PBX will automatically dial
the exchange line access number and the stored number.

Some of the available Short-Code Dial Numbers are reserved to the
individual subscriber that means the subscriber dials his own private tel-
ephone numbers when he uses the memory 8200-8219. The rest of the
Short-Code Dial memory (public, long and emergency numbers) are
used by all subscribers together. The administrator of the PBX can enter

the telephone numbers via telephone into the short-code dial memory
(page 35 in the user manual) or comfortably enter and manage the tel-
ephone numbers with names in COMtools telephone book. 

In order to guarantee that the emergency Short-Code Dial Numbers
(e.g. police and fire-brigade) can always be dialled independently from
the current business actions, the emergency call priority option (emer-
gency call has priority) must be activated (default) with COMset.

The Short-Code Dial authorization may extend the exchange line
authorization of a subscriber. Then this subscriber may dial all the tele-
phone numbers entered into the Short-Code Dial memory overriding his
restricted exchange line authorization.

The PBX phonebook entries (number and name) can be
accessed from the phonebook menu of the system tele-
phones COMfort 1000, 1200 and 2000. A number presented

by an incoming call matching an entry in this phonebook, will be repre-
sented by the name in the telephone display.
With the program COMtools telephone book you can transfer some of
the short-code dial numbers (maximum 65) of the PBX into the tele-
phone book of a connected system telephone COMfort DECT 800.

Special Dial Tone
To help the subscriber to remember when he picks up the receiver that
e.g. he configured a subscriber call forwarding for his telephone, a spe-
cial dial tone can be configured with COMset for each individual sub-
scriber for these settings: Connection without dialling (automatic dial-
ling), call protection and subscriber call forwarding.

If the call data memory is not automatically overwritten, new data entries
may be lost if the memory is not deleted in time. In order to be informed
in advance when this will be necessary, a special dial tone can be heard
on certain telephones if the call data memory reaches a certain filling
level. 

Due to the missing internal dial tone a notification by a special
dial tone for a Direct Exchange Line Telephone is not possi-
ble.

Wake-up Function 
For each internal subscriber a wake-up time can be configured sepa-
rately. This may be configured with the PC program COMtools or by
each subscriber with his telephone (page 36 in the user manual).

Different internal dialling tones and ringer rhythms can be configured
with COMset for each subscriber. This setting can be made by each
user with his telephone. He is able to hear all the dial tones first
(page 37 in the user manual).

If some of the subscribers are reachable via several external telephone
numbers (MSN/DDI), it may be important to identify before picking up
which telephone number has been dialled by the caller (e.g. private or
business call). The PBX allows the selection of different ringer rhythms
with COMset. The customer can also configure the requested ringer
rhythm himself with the telephone (page 38 in the user manual).

If the external dial tone is not properly generated by the public
exchange, this tone can also be simulated internally in the PBX. There-
fore the Immediate imitation of the public exchange line dial tone
has to be switched on in COMset.

The functionality of this setting for ISDN subscribers is
dependent on the connected ISDN telephone. Many ISDN tel-
ephones only support their own ringer melodies and not the

melodies of the PBX.

In case of a system telephone COMfort 1000, 1200 and 2000 and
COMfort DECT 800 the ringer melodies may be configured in the tele-
phone.
In case of a system telephone smar-tel-i the ringer melodies may not be
configured in the telephone but in the PBX.

☞

Simplify dialling an external Telephone Number

☞

Use Memory Aids

☞

Change Dial Tones and Ringer Rhythms

☞
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In case of a transfer or Query the calling partner waiting in the back-
ground will hear a Music on Hold with an optional announcement over-
lay played by the PBX. The input for external Music on Hold is the audio
input of a COMmander 2TSM analog module (see also page 52). The
internal Music on Hold is stored in the PBX, but can be overwritten by
e.g. a recorded song via the audio input.

The Music on Hold and announcement functions can be configured via
telephone (page 43 in the user manual) or with COMtools Music on
Hold.

You can connect the system telephones COMfort 1000, 1200 and 2000,
COMfort DECT 800 or smar-tel-i (Auerswald accessory) to the internal
S0 port of your PBX. The configuration of these telephones can be made
with the PC program COMfort Set or  smar-tel-i configuration. The set-
tings for the COMfort DECT 800 are made in the menu of the telephone.

The PBX makes it possible that some functions with the configuration
program COMset are differently configured e.g. for day, night, holiday
and lunch break. Up to a maximum of 6 different configurations are sup-
ported. The following functions are dependent on the configuration:
� Exchange line authorizations

� External and door call distribution

� External call forwarding from door terminal

� Connection without dialling (Automatic dialling)

� Follow-me

� Internal dialling tone 

� Number presentation

� Subscriber-/group-call forwarding

� Preferred exchange line

� Second Ringer Bell

The switching from one configuration to another can be done by time
automation controlled by the internal clock of the PBX or via telephone
(manually) (page 23 in the user manual). To use configurations the fol-
lowing settings have to be done in COMset for the use of the configura-
tion:

First you have to create the necessary number (up to 6) of configura-
tions. The here listed stated functions can be configured depending on
the configurations.

The time automated switching has to be switched on the switching
times for each day of the week must be entered (up to 10). The activa-
tion of the automatic configuration switching is also possible via tele-
phone (page 24 in the user manual).

If you want to use manual switching, the authorization has to be
assigned to individual subscribers.

After a power failure the time information is lost. In this case
automatic switching and the Wake-up function will not be per-
formed. After adjusting the time by the programming

sequence on page 47 in the user manual or by an outgoing external call
the functions will be active again (you can configure in COMset an auto-
matic call to a number e.g. your own number for this purpose).

You can switch and monitor the configurations with comfort on a system
telephone. (see manual of the telephone).

For the system display SD-420 (Auerswald accessory) connected to the
PBX three different operation modes can be selected in COMset:

� Operation Mode „Subscriber Display“ 1 and 2

� Operation Mode „Reception“ 3

Music on Hold and Music on Hold-Announcement 

Configure the System Telephones

Use different PBX Configurations (Day, Night etc.)

☞

Configure the System Display SD-420
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Operation Mode „Subscriber Display“ 1 and 2
In these operation modes the system display is assigned to one sub-
scriber in COMset.

In the idle mode (Example above) the system display shows the time
(14:59) and the busy status. The subscriber gets information about the
active exchange line connections (A:3/4: 3 of 4 available exchange
lines) and who can not be called at the present moment, e.g. he is cur-
rently making a call (100: Subscriber 100 can not be called, ---: Sub-
scriber is available). For this purpose you need to configure with COM-
set the 9 subscribers.

If one or more door terminals are available, a busy door terminal (T:-2:
Door 2 is busy) and a pressed door bell button (K:1---: door bell button 1
is pressed) will be displayed.

Additional informations are displayed: The currently active configuration
(K5: Configuration 5 is active). The bell (#) is signalling, that there is an
active wake-up service configured for the subscriber. The arrow (}) is
signalling an existing entry in the caller list that has not been called
back.

In a status line outgoing (Ruf an 390) and incoming calls or settings are
displayed that have been assigned to the subscriber. Depending of the
configuration in COMset, incoming external calls are displayed with the
caller number (Mode 1) or the called number (one of your external num-
bers; Mode 2).

By dialling a number pre-configured with COMset you will reach the
main menu of the system display. Pressing the digits displayed in the
main menu you will get into the other menus (e.g. for display of the caller
list, the call charges, wake-up times and configuration switching times).
You can go one level back by pressing the * key. This is easy to use.
Please consult the manual of the system display.

Operation Mode „Reception“ 3
In this operation mode, the system display is not assigned to a certain
subscriber. Among other things the system display shows the time
(14:59) and the busy status. The receptionist gets information on the
active exchange line connections (A:1/2: 1 of 2 available exchange
lines) and who can not be called at the present moment, e.g. he is cur-
rently making a call (125: Subscriber 125 can not be called, ---: Sub-
scriber is available).

If more than 10 subscribers are indicated (in COMset up to 30 or 35
subscribers can be configured without door/switching module, multiple
display of a subscriber is possible) and toggle display is switched on,
the display changes from one page to the other in short intervals.

If one or two door terminals are available, a busy door terminal (T:1-:
Door 1 is busy) and a pressed door bell button (K:--3-: door bell button
3 is pressed) is displayed. The status of the six relays is also displayed
(R:1-3---: Relay 1 and 3 are switched on). The currently active configu-
ration (K2: Configuration 2 is active) is also displayed.

If the customer wants to program call forwarding, switch relays, activate
the alarm or monitor a room from an external telephone, you have to
make some configurations first in COMset:

One of the available external numbers must be configured as remote
switching and programming MSN/DDI. The PBX will be called via this
MSN/DDI for these purposes. This number must not be forwarded and
should not be assigned to another subscriber, otherwise you have to
configure the delay time for external remote switching and program-
ming.

To program a call forwarding from an external telephone, the external
programming of the call forwarding must be permitted.

Please note, that strangers with knowledge of the remote switching and
programming MSN/DDI and the external password (the default factory
setting is identical for all PBX) may be able to program a call forwarding
(and may generate call charges on the bill of the PBX owner). You bet-
ter change the external password if you plan to do these settings.

You can perform an automatic PBX firmware update by pressing a but-
ton. During this update the PBX will make independently a telephone
connection to one of the servers at Auerswald and the current software
will be transferred while the call data and configurations will remain pre-
served.

It is also possible to activate an automatic update by the PBX in certain
time intervals (e.g. annually). The PBX tries (in a timeframe of four
hours) to connect and receive the most recent firmware from the server.
If the update was not successful in this timeframe, the PBX will try again
on the following day at the same time. The following configurations have
to be made with COMset:

Please select how often (time interval) an automatic update should be
performed.

Select the time (time frame of four hours) for the update to minimize the
effects of an automatic updated on the daily work schedule.

Activate firmware update immediately, if the update should be per-
formed without preserving ongoing calls.

Select also, if the PBX should also additionally update the connected
system telephones (COMfort 1000, 1200 and 2000) with the most
recent firmware. First only one system telephone will be updated via
external ISDN connection and the firmware will be distributed internally
from this telephone to the other system telephones.

100 --- --- K5 14:59
--- 350 --- }# A:3/4
530 540 550 K:1---

T:-2

100 --- --- K5 14:59
--- 350 --- }# A:1/2
530 540 550 K:1---
Ruf an 390

A:4/6 K2 12:00
T:1- K:--3- R:1-3---
125 126 --- --- 129
500 --- --- --- ---

--- 319 320 --- ---
300 --- 500 --- ---
444 --- --- 447 ---
--- --- --- --- 299

Requirements for external Remote Switching and Programming

Required Configurations for the time-controlled Software Update
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The number of the server is stored in the PBX, but may be changed (if
necessary). The telephone number of the system telephone server
can be changed with the PC program COMfort Set.

The system telephones need to have a firmware version bet-
ter than V 1.2K to perform the central update.

There are no costs involved in addition to the normal telephone charges
for the telephone connection (PBX -> Server and 1st system telephone
-> Server).
After a PBX firmware update, the LCR data may be deleted

B Channel Reservation
If one of the subscribers should have the possibility to make an external
call at any time, you can reserve a B channel in COMset from the avail-
able S0 ports of the users. 

Preferred Exchange Line
If a certain S0 port should be used by a telephone as often as possible
you can configure a Preferred exchange line for business and/or pri-
vate calls in COMset for the corresponding subscriber or group.

Programming Telephone
The customer has the option to configure certain settings e.g. the refill
of the call allowance, with the telephone. This is possible with every tel-
ephone but only with knowledge of the secret password. If these set-
tings should be available to a single telephone only (accessible to
authorized personnel), a Programming phone has to be configured in
COMset.

Authorizations
Some functions may be configured by each individual subscriber with
his telephone. There may be substantial changes due to some of these
programming, so some functions are only available with an authoriza-
tion. The authorization for subscriber-, group-, and MSN/DDI call
forwarding as well as for remote switching and manual configura-
tion switching have to be assigned in COMset.

Programming via Telephone
If individual telephones should not have access to any programming,
you have to deactivate the authorization to program with digit „7“ for
the corresponding subscriber in COMset. Then programming (e.g. acti-
vate call forwarding, Call waiting configuration) and information func-
tions (e.g. interrogate charge allowance) are not possible from this tel-
ephone any longer. 

Programming via PC (Interface CAPI 2.0)
For programming with an ISDN PC-controller the internal CAPI pro-
gramming must be allowed in COMset. If the ISDN PC-controller in use
does not transfer any MSN, a subscriber should be configured as ISDN
PC-controller in COMset under internal telephone numbers for the
corresponding S0 port. This subscriber will automatically be used then. 

Passwords 
By using secret passwords you can prevent unauthorized persons from
programming your PBX. The passwords pre-configured in the default
setting of COMset (Public, Secret, Remote) have to be changed. For
the password protected separation of private calls a private password
can be set for each telephone in COMset.

Your configuration made with COMset can be protected with a admin-
istrator password against unauthorized intervention. The configuration
cannot be changed without knowledge of the password.

The data edited with COMtools can be protected with the user password
by the administrator of the PBX. This password will absolutely be nec-
essary for reading out the call data with COMlist. The user password
has to set in COMset first, but it can be changed later in COMtools or
COMlist also.

Exchange line to Exchange Line Transfer
Each subscriber who makes external calls, can transfer/forward a call
between two external subscribers. To prevent this happens by mistake
(the forwarding person will be charged with the costs for the call at the
end), you can withdraw the authorization for the Exchange line to
Exchange Line Transfer from a subscriber in COMset. If you want to
perform an Exchange line to Exchange Line Transfer without this
authorization, the user has to start the second call with a special access
code (page 17 in the user manual). The transferred call is limited to the
maximum Exchange line to Exchange Line Transfer Time configured
in COMset.

Blocking Numbers
The Blocking numbers cannot only be used to prevent the dialling of
certain numbers on telephones, but they also offer a reliable protection
against dialling of so-called 0190 dialer programs that enforce the dial-
up into the Internet via expensive telephone numbers (e.g. 019x or
0900x).

The Blocking numbers have to be entered with COMtools telephone
book into the PBX and additionally in COMset the activation of the
Blocking numbers for the ISDN PC-controllers has to be done on the
internal S0 and USB ports.

If the PBX was configured incompletely or wrong, 0190 dialers may per-
haps avoid the Blocking numbers. Therefore please pay attention to the
following points when configuring your PBX and ISDN PC-controllers:

� On each internal S0 port with an ISDN PC-controller there are
always two internal telephone numbers configured as „ISDN PC-
controller“. For these two telephone numbers the Blocking numbers
have to be activated. This is necessary because there are dialers
trying to build up a channel-bundled connection or one of both inter-
nal telephone numbers is already in use and the dialer will take
automatically the second internal telephone number then.

� If the ISDN PC-controller has the option, assign an internal tele-
phone number to it. This number has to be configured for the corre-
sponding internal S0 port as „ISDN PC-controller“ first. 

☞

Priority for certain Subscribers or S0 Ports

Restrict Programming, Telephoning and Forwarding (Protection against Exploits)
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In general there is no 100 per cent protection against
malicious use of PBX functions. Please pay attention that
a protection against malicious use can only be guaran-

teed if you have defined a administrator and user password in the
PBX. 

... if you do not allow the access to the PBX and its programming. 

... if you use the available authorizations with care (authorization
for the programming via the internal S0 port, programming author-
ization, exchange line authorization, Blocking numbers etc.).

A responsible use of passwords is absolutely necessary for the
protection against malicious use. 

Further advice for the protection against malicious use can be
found in the report of the Bundesamtes für Sicherheit in der Infor-
mationstechnik: „Sicherer Einsatz von digitalen Telekommunikati-
onsanlagen“ on the Internet at http://www.bsi.de/literat/tkanlage/
6001.htm.

In addition to the functions that protect against unauthorized program-
ming, telephoning and transfers, the PBX has several other security
functions.

Emergency Short-Code Dialling and Priority Func-
tion
Emergency has priority (emergency priority circuit) is switched on in
COMset and makes a public exchange line available at any time when
dialling a emergency short-code dial number or when tripping an alarm.
If all lines are busy, an existing call will be terminated for the emergency
call. The Emergency short-code dial numbers can be entered into
the short-code dialling memory by the administrator with COMtools tel-
ephone book or via telephone (page 35 in the user manual).

Alarm Functions
If your PBX is equipped with a door/switch module, and the alarm input
on the module (unused door bell button input) is properly connected
(e.g. to the output of an alarm system), you can also use the alarm func-
tions (page 52).

Automatic Dialling (Hot Line)
With the automatic dialling function (Hot Line) you can configure your
telephone to dial automatically an internal or external number. This may
be configured with COMset or by each subscriber with his telephone
(page 39 in the user manual).

Room Monitoring
A room can acoustically be monitored from internal or external callers if
room monitoring has been enabled for a telephone in the room
(page 40 in the user manual). It is only possible for one telephone at the
same time. For the external room monitoring the remote programming
and switching MSN/DDI as well as the Remote password have to be
configured in COMset.

If you have extended the PBX with a COMmander 2TSM analog mod-
ule, you will have 6 switch relays and much more. These offer many
configuration options to you. The table on page 31 gives a short over-
view to you. 

Door Functions
If you like to enable the door telephony and the door opener function,
the following settings are necessary or possible in COMset:

For the buttons the corresponding door terminal, the key determina-
tion door as well as the kind of contact have to be set. 

Under Internal telephone numbers a door terminal has to be config-
ured.

Under Call distributions the assignment Door -> Subscriber has to
be set.

For the relays the operation modes Door terminal function, door
opener function and perhaps Floor light with the requested Duration
time have to be set. 

For the case that nobody takes the door call, the visitor, in front of the
door, can also be connected to the answering machine. Under Internal
call forwarding from the door terminal the ringer rhythm used by the
answering machine has to be configured properly.

The door call can also be diverted to an external connection. The Exter-
nal call forwarding from the door terminal has to be used. The con-
figuration of this function is also possible via telephone (page 40 in the
user manual). 

To identify the visitor’s door bell button the signalization of the door
bell button number for individual subscribers can be enabled. 

If a telephone should only be used for the door function, you can set it
as door terminal phone. This telephone will immediately be connected
to the assigned door right after the receiver has been picked up.

If door opening should not be possible with a certain telephone, you can
withdraw the authorization to open the door from this subscriber.

Universal switching Relays
If a relay should be used as an universal switching relay, the following
settings are necessary in COMset:

For the relay the operation mode Universal mode has to be selected. 

If the relay has to be switched configuration dependent, you have to
activate Turn on if configuration x is active and create the corre-
sponding configuration.

If the relay has to be switched on as soon as a certain internal sub-
scriber of the PBX is called, you have to activate Turn on if PC relay
subscriber is called and to select the PC relay subscriber as well as
the Duration time.

But you can also switch manually from an internal or external telephone
(remote switching, page 41 in the user manual). For the internal and
remote switching the authorization to switch to the relays has to be
assigned. For the remote switching the MSN/DDI for room monitoring
and external programming and the external password have to be
configured. 

☞

Security Functions

Configure the COMmander 2TSM analog Module
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Music Functions
The COMmander 2TSM analog module has an input for external Music
on Hold alternatively to the internal Music on Hold stored in the PBX.
You can connect e.g. a CD player here. If the connected CD player
should not to be powered-on all the time, it can be activated by a relay
as soon as it will be needed. You have to configure the operation mode
Music on Hold and the requested Switching time for the relay in
COMset. 

If you want to change the internal Music on Hold, there is an alternative
to the external Music on Hold input. It is also possible to store another
music than the existing internal Music on Hold in the PBX. This can be
done with COMtools Music on Hold (save a song as wave file1) in the
PBX) as well as via telephone (record a song with the PBX on the exter-
nal Music on Hold input) (page 43 in the user manual).

Use second Ringer Bell 
If a subscriber of the PBX likes to hear the bell ringing also on places
where he cannot hear his telephones, you can connect a second ringer
bell to the COMmander 2TSM analog module. The assignment for dif-
ferent call types (when it has to ring) can be configured In COMset. 

Use Alarm Functions 

The alarm procedure can be as follows: 
� Alarm detection at the alarm input (contact closed longer than ½ a

second).

� The configurable alarm delay time is running (0-99 seconds).

� Non recurring start of the siren (for 1-99 seconds) and/or the alarm
indication light (for 1-99 minutes).

� Simultaneously the first alarm call run starts (Alarm calls to the
alarm subscribers):

� Calling the first alarm subscriber for 60 seconds. Internal alarm
subscribers are called with a special ringer rhythm (ISDN tele-
phones: See manual of your telephone).

� After taking the receiver, you will hear an alarm announcement
stored in the COMmander Basic (page 46 in the user manual)
again and again. The called party must acknowledge the alarm
call within 60 seconds by sending the DTMF number 0 (page 22
in the user manual).

� If the called party does not acknowledge the alarm call, the next
alarm subscriber will be called some seconds after finishing the
first call. And so on....

� If all alarm subscribers are called without receiving an acknowl-
edgement, the alarm run will be repeated after a configurable alarm
waiting period (0-99 seconds) has elapsed (you can configure 1-10
alarm runs).

� The alarm will be terminated (including siren and alarm indication
light), as soon as one of the alarm subscriber acknowledges the
alarm. If the alarm input has been configured to „active once“, it is
deactivated afterwards. If the alarm input has been configured to
„active repetitive“, it is activated again and a new alarm can be trig-
gered.

If the alarm function of the PBX has to be used the following settings are
necessary in COMset:

For the door key input the door key determination alarm as well as
kind of contact have to be configured. With the corresponding circuity
(e.g. output of an alarm system) an alarm can be activated. 

To control a siren and/or a code light, a relay has to be set the operation
mode siren or code light with the requested duration timing.

You can enter up to four internal and external telephone numbers under
alarm subscribers 1-4. It is recommended for calling external alarm
subscribers to activate emergency call has priority.

Depending on how often and how long an alarm has to be signalled,
modify the settings for alarm cycles, alarm time delay as well as alarm
waiting period.

You may activate the alarm function now. But the alarm can also be
activated or deactivated by an internal or external telephone (page 43
in the user manual).

1. Standard Windows format for audio data 
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Special Functions for Business Applications

The functions described in this paragraph are especially intended for
the business applications. Nevertheless they could also be used in pri-
vate homes to e.g. save money with Call Through.

Waiting Loop: This function offers an indirect transfer of an external
calling partner to an internal subscriber if this one is busy. The external
calling partner can be put into the waiting loop. There he is held for up
to 3 minutes and is listening to the Music on Hold in the meantime. If the
corresponding internal subscriber is not busy anymore, he will be called
for up to 60 seconds. If he takes the call, he will immediately be con-
nected to the external subscriber.

A special configuration of the function is not necessary.

Waiting Field: (only in combination with a system telephone COMfort
2000 plus Xtension module) This function enables the configuration of
a Waiting Field Reception that can park, retrieve or forward incoming
exchange line calls in a Waiting Field (these are listening to the Text
before Answering once and then to Music on Hold). The Waiting Field
is especially useful if many calls have to be taken at the telephone
reception at the same time. Depending on the number of available
external B channels up to 8 calls can be taken and managed. 

Boss-/Secretary function: (only in combination with a system tele-
phones COMfort 1000, COMfort 1200 and COMfort 2000) This function
shields the boss´ telephone against direct calls by redirecting these
calls to the secretary’s telephone. The main difference to a standard call
forwarding is, that the boss´ telephone can be reached from the secre-
taries telephone and important calls can be switched from the secretary
to the boss´ telephone.

Announcement before Answering: This function enables a welcome
message to the caller before taking the call. If a called subscriber does
not take the receiver when it rings once (within 5-24 seconds), the call
will be taken by the PBX (the external caller will be charged). The exter-
nal caller will hear a welcome message (e.g. information on the com-
pany) while the called telephone is still ringing. As soon as one of the
called subscribers picks the receiver up, he will be connected to the
external caller.

Required Configuration for the Waiting Field Function
The following configurations have to be made with COMset to use the
Waiting Field:
Select up to a maximum of four subscribers (system telephone
COMfort 2000 with Xtension module) as Waiting Field Receptions
(switchable on/off).
Assign external telephone numbers to the Waiting Field Receptions in
the external call distribution. As soon as an Waiting Field Reception
is active, all of these call will only be signalled in the Waiting Field. The
other internal telephones will not ring anymore for these external tele-
phone numbers. One exception: The external telephone number is set
to „delayed“ for the Waiting Field Receptions and to „immediately“ for
the other subscribers. If the waiting field reception is deactivated, all the
telephones will ring again as configured in the call distribution.
The following configuration may be made with an internal telephone or
with COMtools:
Record a „Text before Answering“ via telephone (page 48 in the user
manual) or load it via .wav-file into the PBX. If you have not Text before
Answering, the caller will only hear the Music on Hold. 
The following configuration may be made via telephone menu or with
COMfort Set:
Configure on the Waiting Field reception for each B-channel available
one Waiting Field key. This key is used for monitoring and switching
external calls.
If you like to deactivate this function from time to time, configure a key
for switching the Waiting Field activation.

After the activation of the Waiting Field Reception an acti-
vated subscriber call forwarding or call protection for the tele-
phone is switched off. Only after the deactivation of the Wait-

ing Field Reception (on the telephone) these functions (e.g. a call
forwarding to an answering machine) may be possible again. The cor-
responding function has to be reactivated again.

The parallel use of a system telephone as a Waiting Field Reception
and as a Hotel Reception Telephone is not possible.
The usage of the Waiting Field reception is described in detail in the
manual of the system telephone.
In case of more than one Waiting Field Reception telephone there is
only one common Waiting Field, so it makes sense to configure the
same call distribution for all relevant subscribers. 

Required Configuration for the Boss/Secretary Function
The following configurations have to be made with COMfort Set or via
telephone menu:
Configure a secretary key on the boss´ telephone. 

Configure a boss key on the secretary’s telephone.

A maximum of five secretary or boss keys per telephone are
possible.
It is not possible to configure both types of keys on one tele-

phone.
The configuration is only possible on the first level of the keys.
It is recommended to configure a speed dial key with the boss number
on the secretary’s telephone in addition to the boss key to monitor the
busy status.
To identify a call from the secretary via ringer melody, the secretary’s
number may be assigned to a special ringer melody with the PC pro-
gram COMfort Set in the phonebook of the boss´ telephone.
The usage of the Boss/Secretary function is described in detail in the
manual of the system telephone.

Mandatory Configuration Settings for Announcement 
before Answering
The following settings have to be done in COMset for the Announce-
ment before Answering:
For each individual external telephone number the function Announce-
ment before answering can be activated.

Alternatively you can configure a key on the system telephone
COMfort 1000, COMfort 1200 and COMfort 2000 to switch on/off
Announcement before Answering if needed. The switching is separately
done for each external telephone number.

The following settings have to be done by an internal telephone or in
COMtools Music on Hold:
Record a „Text before Answering“ via telephone (page 48 in the user
manual) or load it via .wav-file into the PBX.

Reception and Secretary Function and Text before Answering

☞

☞
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Separation of private and business calls: The private exchange line
access enables a separated registration of business and private calls
for individual employees. Calls started with the private exchange line
access will get a special code in the call data memory. If private calls at
work have to be paid by the employee himself, he can additionally pro-
tect his telephone with a password against malicious use.

Project assignment: The project assignment enables the assignment
of an external call to a certain project/client (e.g. within a lawyer’s
office). In the view of the call data management program the charges as
well as the time expense can separately be listed for the different
projects/clients.

Mandatory Settings for the Separation of business and pri-
vate Calls 
The following settings can be done for the private exchange line access
in COMset:
Configure the Call number presentation, exchange line authoriza-
tion, activation of Blocking and Release numbers, short-code dial-

ling authorization, preferred exchange line as well as the call
charge allowance properly for private and business calls.

In the call charge data recording it is possible to record the telephone
numbers of private calls truncated to guarantee privacy in opposite to
business calls.

You may also enter a private password for the internal telephones.

In addition to this the private password can be changed on the
corresponding telephone. (page 50 in the user manual).

Mandatory Settings for the Project Assignment 
The following settings have to be done in COMset to make exchange
line calls with project assignment:
The project numbers may be invented while starting the outbound call,
only the number of digits have to be configured once (2 to 6 are pos-
sible).

In case of the system telephones COMfort 2000, 1200 and 1000
the length of the project numbers between 2 to 6 digits is also

not limited during the entry. Besides this a project assignment is also
possible in case of incoming calls.

Announcement/handsfree operation (InterCom) via system tele-
phone: (only in combination with the system telephones COMfort 1000,
COMfort 1200, COMfort 2000 as well as smar-tel-i) This function ena-
bles an announcement to a system telephone from any available inter-
nal telephone without actively taking the call at the target telephone
(e.g. in a doctor’s office). 

Besides this you can instruct a system telephone to switch on the micro-
phone in addition to the loudspeaker (handsfree operation) so that a
person nearby can talk to you via the built-in intercom.

Announcement via loudspeaker: (only in combination with a door/
switch module COMmander 2TSM analog) This function enables an
announcement to a loudspeaker device or an active loudspeaker (e.g.
ELA system in a department store or supermarket) connected to the
audio output (Cinch jack marked with „audio output“) of the PBX. A pre-
viously configured internal telephone number is called from an internal
telephone. The voice connection is established right after dialling the
telephone number.

Mandatory Settings for Announcement/Handsfree Opera-
tion (InterCom) via System Telephones 
On the target system telephone the InterCom function has to be allowed
in the configuration program COMfort Set or in the menu of the system
telephone (see manual of the telephone).

Mandatory Settings for Announcement via Loudspeaker 
The following settings have to be done for the use of the audio output in
COMset:

The internal telephone number of the audio output as well as the
necessary announcement authorization for individual telephones
have to be configured. If needed, you can configure the operation mode
Announcement for one or more relays of the PBX (if available) to
switch the loudspeaker system or another device on or off during the
announcement.

Call Through: This function enables the use of the Least Cost Routing
of the PBX for e.g. the travelling sales man. To avoid high costs when
making e.g an international call with the mobile phone you can call the
PBX first and you will be connected to the requested target by it. The
function Call Through enables the post dialling of any telephone
number. 

Function:

� The user dial on his mobile telephone a telephone number assigned
to Call Through. 

� The PBX checks the Call Through authorization by checking the
number presented by the mobile phone. 

� If the Call Through authorization is verified, the PBX accepts the call
and sends a special tone. 

� The user dials (DTMF) the target number on his mobile phone. This
number is dialled by the PBX and the connection will be estab-
lished.

The biggest savings can be achieved if the telephone number of the
PBX has been selected as a favourite special telephone number (e.g.
„TellyActive Local“ or „Partner & Family“) at the mobile phone provider.

SMS function: (only in combination with the system telephones COM-
fort 2000 and COMfort 1200) The PBX supports the sending and receiv-
ing of Short Messages (SMS) in the fixed network1) together with the
system telephones COMfort 1200 and 2000 (e.g. to inform a sales man
about a new appointment). Sender or receiver can be other SMS com-
patible terminals in the fixed network (e.g. SMS equipped telephones)
and mobile phones within the GSM network. With the system telephone
you can comfortably write, read and modify the messages. It is even
more comfortable with the program COMfort SMS bundled in the scope
of delivery.

Use Call Data to separate Call Charges 

☞

☞

Announcements via Loudspeaker and System Telephones 

Save Money and get Information away from Home 

1. currently available only in Germany, Austria and Luxembourg (the SMS centers described here are invalid for Austria and Luxembourg)
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Mandatory Configuration Settings for Call Through
The following configurations for Call Through have to be made with
COMset:

Configure the incoming MSN as an external number that is used to call
the PBX for Call Through. This number is not to be used for the
external call distribution.

Configure the outgoing MSN out of the available external numbers that
should be presented to the called party when called via Call Through. If
you have multiple external S0 ports, you can configure an outgoing
MSN for each S0 port or deactivate S0 ports for outgoing Call Through
connections.

For safety reasons, you can time limit outgoing external Call Through
calls in the PBX. Configure the maximum duration (1-99 minutes).

The telephone numbers in the phonebooks of mobile phones are most
often entered with a plus (+) in front of the country code (e.g. +49). The
PBX can accept and use this format. Configure the country code for
this purpose.

You can also configure if Least Cost Routing for Call Through is acti-
vated.

The following configurations for Call Through have to be made with
COMtools:

The numbers of the mobile phones used and authorized for
Call Through, have to be entered as Public Short-code dialling num-
bers with Call Through authorization. The number presentation of
the mobile phone must be activated.

You can also configure for each individual mobile phone number if
Blocking Numbers are used.

For the call data management with the PC program COMlist
the Short-code Dialling Number of the Call Through user is
stored in the column „project“.

Mandatory Settings for the SMS Function 
The following settings are needed for the use of the SMS functions in
COMset:

A SMS is not directly transferred to the receiver, but through a message
center (SMS center) of a network provider. For the transport of mes-
sages with the system telephone at least one SMS center (up to a max-
imum of 10) has to be configured in the PBX with the PC program COM-
set. SMS in the fixed network is currently supported by two SMS
centers: Telekom (telephone number„0193 010“) and Anny Way (tele-
phone number „0190 01504“). The SMS call distribution has to be prop-
erly configured to distribute incoming SMS to SMS compatible tele-
phones.
The telephone number presentation must not be restricted.
The following settings have to be made on the individual system tele-
phones to receive SMS messages:

For receiving messages you have to be subscribed to the SMS center
used by the sender. At the SMS center of the Deutsche Telekom the
subscription can be done by sending one SMS with the text „ANMELD“
to the telephone number „8888“ (free of charge). For „Anny Way“ it is
sufficient to send one SMS with any text via this SMS center.

If you did not subscribe your telephone at the transporting
SMS center, your telephone is not registered to be SMS com-
patible. But you are still getting your message. Instead of a

text message on the display you will receive a call with a voice message
like on other not SMS compatible telephones. 
SMS in the fixed network is currently only possible on fixed network con-
nections of Deutsche Telekom or Arcor. If you are connected to another
provider, please stay informed about changes.
Sending or receiving of SMS to/from mobile phone networks may have
some restrictions. Please stay informed about the capabilities of your
provider’s SMS center.

If more than one SMS center is configured in the PBX, you will be asked
which SMS center you like to use for sending a message. But you can
also preselect one of the existing centers for the sending.

If you have a connection between a PC and the USB interface of the tel-
ephone, you can use the bundled PC program COMfort SMS for prepar-
ing, reading, sending or storing of SMS messages. 

The usage of the SMS function is described in detail in the manual of
your system telephone.

Additionally to the internal subscribers the PBX is able to manage 16
groups. Internal subscribers can be member of more than one group.
These groups can be used in order to reach e.g. the internal subscribers
of certain departments/teams (support, marketing, sales).

A group has, like an internal subscriber, an internal number that has to
be set under internal telephone numbers in COMset. Some settings
are also handled similar to an internal subscriber. The call distribution
(External and door) can be configured in COMset for groups. The group
number can also be forwarded to an internal or external subscriber
(group call forwarding).

Your membership in a group that can be set under group settings in
COMset, does not mean that you are always called when your group is
called. If you do not like to be reachable via the group calling number for
a certain time but only as an individual subscriber, you will be able to
„log out“ of this group (page 52 in the user manual).

This way there are active and passive members of the group. This func-
tion can be important for members of service lines or call centers who
do not like to be available for their customers around the clock. Group
functionality is not available for a subscriber that is logged out, but only
for a certain period. There are three different modes to log in:

� incoming + outgoing

� only incoming 

� only outgoing 

A subscriber that is member of several groups can be only be „logged
in outgoing“ in one single group at the same time. If he likes to get also
the calls of the other groups in this case, he will be able to log in there
as „incoming“. Therefore he will be in the call distribution of more groups
for internal -, public exchange - and door terminal calls.

With „log in outgoing“ into a certain group, the subscriber gets a number
of features/authorizations of the group which will replace his own fea-
tures/authorizations as an individual subscriber in case of outgoing
business calls:

� Exchange line authorization for business calls 

� Activating of Blockinging/Release numbers for business calls 

� Short-Code Dialling authorization for business calls 

� Calling number presentation for business calls 

� Preferred exchange line for business calls 

These features/authorizations are configured under Group Settings in
COMset.

☞

☞

Call Groups (Teams)
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The hotel function enables the comfortable room and call data manage-
ment if the PBX is used in a hotel. The scope of functions can be divided
into three main areas.

Hotel Reception Telephone: (only in combination with a system tele-
phone COMfort 2000 plus Xtension module) The hotel reception tele-
phone enables various control and information functions via display and
LEDs on the Xtension module. An additional PC is not necessary at the
reception in many cases. The guests’ Check in and Check out are
directly controlled with the menu of the telephone. There are various
functions available for the affected room in different phases.

Arrival of the guest (check in):

� View Room status (clean, uncleaned, blocked)

� Perform „check in“

During the guest´s stay (after check in):

� Permit/block outbound calls from the room telephone

� Configure the wake-up time of the room telephones

� View guest information (e.g. accrued telephone charges, time of 
check in)

� Print informational invoices (of the currently accrued telephone 
charges) for the guest directly to a printer

The guest leaves:

� Perform „check out“

� Print invoice for the accrued telephone charges directly to a printer

Hotel Room Telephones: The PBX has many functions not making
sense or being harmful if used from a hotel room telephone. This is the
reason for blocking programming functions (like e.g. Do-not-disturb,
Call forwarding) exchange functions and special exchange line access
types. This way, the guest can only make outbound calls and accept
calls and configure the personal wake-up time. In addition to this it is
possible for the room service to configure the room status (clean,
uncleaned, blocked) by entering a digit sequence.
The advantage of a system telephone COMfort 1000, 1200 or 2000
compared with the use of an analog or standard ISDN telephones is e.g.
the remote controlled delete function when checking out the guest (pri-
vacy protection), the various comfort functions and specifically config-
ured function keys. The functions which are still allowed for room tele-
phones are handled the same way as described for normal telephones.
With one exception: A programmable function key configured with the
function „hotel room“ allows the setting of a wake-up time and the dis-
play of call charges and of the check in time. The following functions are
also possible: 

� Starting and accepting internal and external calls 

� Delete lists and charges via the menu point „functions“ (the call 
charge meter of the PBX is not influenced)

� Interrogation of e.g. call charges via the menu point „information“ 

� Use of the caller/call/redial list as well as the telephone book (inter-
nal telephone number as well as the short-code dial numbers of the 
PBX are not listed in the telephone book)

� Sending and receiving of SMS

� Memo, scheduled call and Power Dialling

� Interrogation of call charges and setting of the wake-up time with a 
function key.

Print-out Function: (available only in combination with a serial printer,
the A4 printer EPSON LX300+ is recommended). This function enables
the output of the accrued telephone charges as a guest invoice (or infor-
mational invoice) with a separate line for each call. This function is con-
trolled by the hotel reception telephone.

The hotel room telephones have a limited function set for pro-
gramming and usage. Additional protection for your PBX is
achieved by the use of the dealer and user password. Block

the CAPI access on the ISDN ports used for the hotel room telephones.
Additional advice may be found in chapter Restrict Programming, Tele-
phoning and Forwarding (Protection against Exploits) on page 50.

Mandatory Configuration Settings for the Hotel Reception 
Telephone
These configurations are necessary for the reception telephone in
COMset:
At least one system telephone (maximum of 4) COMfort 2000 plus Xten-
sion module has to be assigned to the function Hotel Reception Tele-
phone.

These configurations are necessary in COMfort Set or the menu of the
reception telephone:
There must be one programmable function key configured for each
hotel room telephone on the hotel reception telephone.

Some providers do not transmit charge information. If
LCR is enabled for the hotel reception telephone and
calls are transferred to hotel guests the charges for these

calls may not be available.

To add charges for an assisted call transfer to the guest´s bill the
function „Call charge recording changes with S“ has to be acti-
vated. A useful feature is the „Advice of charge at the end of the
call (AOCE)“, because all charges are billed to the last subscriber.
If the ISDN connection has the feature „Advice of charge during
the call (AOCD)“, at least one unit will be charged to the hotel bill.

Please pay attention that the hotel reception telephone is not available
for incoming calls during the check in or check out (caller hears the busy
signal). The configuration of a call forwarding on busy is recommended.

The simultaneous use of a system telephone as a waiting field reception
and as a hotel reception telephone is not possible.

Please make sure that the listing of internal calls in the caller list is acti-
vated if you like to be informed about unsuccessful guest calls to the
hotel reception telephone.

The function „hotel room“ can only be configured on the first level of the
keys. Afterwards the second level is blocked. An existing function on the
second level will be deleted.

The hotel room key is also a destination speed dialling key for the cor-
responding room telephone.

Mandatory Configuration Settings for the Hotel Room Tele-
phones
These configurations are necessary in COMset for the room tele-
phones:
At least one telephone has to be assigned to the function Hotel Room
Telephone.

If the hotel wants to be reachable (e.g. for room reservations) even if
many guests are making calls an external S0 port can be blocked for
Hotel Room Telephones.

If system telephones COMfort 1000, 1200 or 2000 are used as Hotel
Room Telephones these settings can be made in COMfort Set:

An Xtension key can be configured with the function Hotel Room for the
telephone number of this telephone. The guest can use this key to
configure the wake-up time and get information about the accrued tele-
phone charges.

Other Xtension keys may be assigned with numbers for the exchange
line (0), Reception, Room service, Emergency etc. .

Some providers do not transmit charge information. If a
hotel guest is using such a provider to make outbound
calls the accrued charges can not be billed to him. Out of

this reason it is not useful to activate Soft-LCR for a hotel room tel-
ephone. To avoid manual dialling of a provider these numbers
should be added to the Blocking Numbers with COMtools tele-
phone book. The Blocking Numbers have to be activated for each

Hotel Functions for Reception and Room Telephones

☞

☞

☞
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hotel room telephone. Pre-configured files with Blocking/Release
Numbers are available on the CDROM or in the Internet at http://
www.auerswald.de. These files are imported into COMtools Tele-
phone book by pressing on the button „CSV-Import“ in the window
„Blocking Numbers“. The completeness of the files is not guaran-
teed.

If you are using a standard ISDN telephone, it may be better to use
a separate ISDN port for each hotel room. This way you avoid the
situation that a hotel guest can make calls after changing his tele-
phone MSN (password protected if you use a system telephone
COMfort) on the bill of another guest.

There are no charges transmitted for an Internet connection.
Uncontrolled Internet connections by hotel guests can be avoided
by not configuring an ISDN PC-controller on the ISDN ports used
by the hotel guests. Be aware that a subscriber configured as
„ISDN PC-controller“ also accepts devices that do not transmit
any or a different MSN to support these non standard card config-
urations (chapter Programming via PC (Interface CAPI 2.0) on
page 44).

The exchange line authorization of the hotel room telephones is control-
led by check in/check out at the hotel reception telephone. Exchange
line authorizations configured in COMset are not invalid.

The hotel room telephones should not be assigned to a group in COM-
set.

System telephones COMfort 1000, 1200 or 2000 as hotel room tele-
phones: To avoid misunderstandings the value for cost per charge
unit configured in COMfort Set should match the value configured
in COMset.

Mandatory Configuration Settings for the Print-out Func-
tion
These configurations are necessary in COMset for the print-out func-
tion:
The hotel reception telephone for controlling the print-out functions has
to be configured (see chapter Mandatory Configuration Settings for the
Hotel Reception Telephone on page 56).

The hotel room telephones (the invoices are printed for the telephones)
have to be configured (see chapter Mandatory Configuration Settings
for the Hotel Room Telephones on page 56).

The Print Template has to be created. This includes the Activation of
the Print-out Function and the configuration of the Number of Prints
if invoice copies are necessary. Additionally, individual settings for the
design of the Print template can be configured.

Header and Footer are empty in the default settings and may be filled
with texts like hotel address, additional information and best wishes for
the travel back home. This text can be printed Bold line by line.

The same is valid for the line Concerning, that my be filled with the
words e.g Invoice or Call charge listing.

The pre-defined words Receipt no., check in, check out, Date, Time,
Duration, Telephone Number, Amount, Sum, VAT incl. and Tax may
be replaced by your own words if necessary (e.g. for language adapta-
tions).

Also the separators used for Date and Time may be adapted to the
local versions.

You can enter under Currency Name your local currency e.g. Euro.

If the printer should print the tax, this function has to be activated and
the valid percentage has to be entered.

If in case of long term guests some individual call listings have been
erased from the call data memory these missing data is explained by
the text under Missing Call data.

If the Form Feed is activated a new page is used for each invoice copy.
If a partially printed page should not be ejected at the end of the text to
save paper the Form feed has to be deactivated. The copies are printed
now one after the other and you may have to cut the paper.

The PBX has a permanent call charge data memory for 3000
data sets. If the capacity of this memory is filled and some of
the calls of a long term guest are overwritten a text explaining

that not all calls are listed (entered under Missing Call Data) is printed
on the invoice. The sum listed on the invoice is taken from the call
charge meter that counts independently from the individual call data.
Tip: Activate on the hotel reception telephone the Special dial tone if
call data memory full. Than you have the option to print-out an infor-
mational invoice in time.

If you deactivated the registration of certain call types to save space in
the Call data memory, these are not listed on the individual call data
listing of the invoice. The sum listed on the invoice is taken from the call
charge meter that counts independently from the individual call data

To enable the listing of individual calls on the invoice, the registration
of the telephone number has to be activated in the call data mange-
ment.

If you read the call data with a PC (e.g. with the program COMlist) the
invoice number is listed as project number. This number will be
assigned automatically during „check in“.

☞
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Service Functions, Troubleshooting

The case may only be opened by authorized personnel1.

Installation work on the open case are only allowed to exe-
cute by authorized personnel1.

The version number of the software used in this PBX can be requested
via system telephone (COMfort 1000, 1200 or 2000), a connected sys-
tem display SD-420 (special accessory) or via any internal telephone,
as described here:

The version number is compounded by two digits and one letter (e. g.
1.2b) and is output on the phone with help of four digits: 

� 1st digit: before the comma;

� 2nd digit: after the comma; 

� 3rd and 4th digit: letter, e.g. a=01, b=02,..., z=26)

Telephones with the correct authorization can activate call forwarding.
The possible problem is that the call forwarding is forgotten later.

If this problem occurs on single telephones, the initializing of the corre-
sponding telephone may help. The connection of the PC may not be
necessary. But consider the possibility that you will probably delete set-
tings that you will have to reconfigure later again.

If the call distribution of incoming external calls does not work as it was
configured first, it is possible that MSN/DDI call forwarding is activated
by individual subscribers. You can switch them all off at the same time.

Return to the Default Factory Settings with internal 
Telephone Number Distribution 
If the other problem solving tips cannot help you, it is possible to initial-
ize the PBX with a push on a button. Hereby all settings will be reset-
ted to the default factory settings (administrator and subscriber pass-
word are maintained). How this default factory setting and the internal
telephone numbering plan look like in detail can be learned on page 42.

Do the following steps: Press the update key and keep it pressed.
Shortly after that additionally press the reset key – the case LED glows
red. Keep the update key press as long as the cover LED starts glowing
orange. The initialization is finished when the LED glows green.

With the following initialization functions, you will reset the settings for
subscriber call forwarding, Follow-Me, recalls, exchange line reserva-
tions, calls without dialling and call protection.

Initialize Telephone Settings
With the following initialization functions, you will reset the settings for
subscriber call forwarding, Follow-Me, recalls, exchange line reserva-
tions, calls without dialling and call protection.

Reset MSN/DDI Settings
This function deletes all the MSN/DDI call forwarding settings.

e 1. Authorized personnel: These are persons that are trained for this purpose (e.g.
certified electricians). They must have the necessary knowledge about the
work in an area with potentially hazardous voltages. They must also have the
knowledge about the latest electrical safety standards and requirements.

Request Firmware Version 

b7Q 56 #f
public 
pass-
word

Output digit by digit (see example B: 
page 8 in the user manual), followed 
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Reset Settings (Initialization)
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Thanks to the function „Remote Programming“ you are able to read or
save the configuration data of the customer´s PBX during an external
connection. 

A remote programming can be realized when observing the following
requirements: 

� an ISDN PC-controller with CAPI 2.0 support operating on the pub-
lic telephone network or on the internal S0 port of an ISDN PBX.

� or: PC that is connected to a COMfort 2000 via USB interface. In
order to imitate the functions of an ISDN PC controller with a system
telephone on the internal S0 port, the Auerswald USB driver as well
as the Auerswald CAPI 2.0 driver have to be installed on the PC
(see CAPI manual). Besides this you have to configure an internal
subscriber „ISDN PC-controller“ with the configuration program of
your PBX (on the same internal S0 port as the COMfort 2000).

You should only store data into the PBX, if it is idle (that
means not during business hours) because all calls will auto-
matically be interrupted by the PBX.

If you connect your ISDN PC-controller directly to the external NT for
remote programming, no outgoing MSN will be selectable.

Remote Programming with manual Authorization by 
the Customer 

Open the configuration program COMset and select the interface ISDN
PC-controller (CAPI 2.0) in the menu under „options...interface“.

If you save an open file into the customer’s PBX click on the button
„Save“. If you like to read the data out of the PBX click on the button
„Open“. Select then „remote config.“.

Enter, if existing, the administrator password of the customer’s PBX and
click on „OK“.
(For remote access with COMtools and COMlist the entry of the user
password is mandatory.)

Here you enter the telephone numbers of the customer’s PBX. Do not
yet confirm the dialog.

Please establish now an external call to the customer. You explain your
intended operation to the customer. If the customer agrees with you,
you will ask him to pick up the receiver of another subscriber telephone
of his PBX, to dial 99 (in case of direct public exchange twice * first)
and to hang up as soon as he will have heard the acknowledgement
tone. Now confirm the dialog by clicking on „OK“.

The conversation between you and your customer may last during the
whole procedure if a free exchange line is available. (After clicking
„Save“, also this call will be interrupted.)

Remote Programming 

☞

Exchange Line Access Number 0 for ISDN PC-controller on internal
 S0 port (if not configured as Direct Exchange Line Telephone)
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Remote Programming without manual Authorization 
If you like to do remote programming without manual authorization by
the customer, you have to pre-configure the customer’s PBX.

Under „Passwords“ in the configuration program of the PBX the Dealer
MSN must be entered. If your ISDN PC-controller for the remote pro-
gramming is directly connected to the external NT, use the main tele-
phone number (with area code) of your ISDN connection.
The data accessed by the programs COMtools, COMlist and Soft-LCR
easy can be protected by the user password.

For the read-out of call data with COMlist the user password
is mandatory.

On the page „Remote programming“ select an otherwise unused tele-
phone number of the customer as a remote switching and program-
ming MSN. Besides this configure the remote switching response time
to 10 seconds or less. 

Enter a administrator password to protect the configuration.

Process of the Remote Programming:

Open the configuration program of the PBX and select the interface
ISDN PC-controller (CAPI 2.0) in the menu under „options...interface“.

If you save an open file into the customer’s PBX click on the button
„Save“. If you like to read the data out of the PBX click on the button
„Open“. Select then „remote config.“.

Enter the administrator password of the customer’s PBX and click on
„OK“.
(For remote access with COMtools and COMlist the entry of the user
password is mandatory.)

Here you enter the remote switching and programming MSN of the
customer’s PBX. Then you confirm the dialog by clicking „OK“.

☞

Exchange Line Access Number 0 for ISDN PC-controller on internal
 S0 port (if not configured as Direct Exchange Line Telephone)
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If something does not work as expected, you will find some tips to solve
a problem in this paragraph. If you already excluded an unwanted pro-
gramming or external influences, we recommend to make an auto-
matic PBX software update (see chapter The Automatic PBX Soft-
ware Update Button on page 16). The new software version may
eventually solve some problems of the PBX. The call data, wake-up
times and configurations remain unchanged of course. Only the oper-
ation software of the PBX will be updated.

You are hearing an unexpected Tone (Check Tones)
Various tones in the receiver are signalling various operating modes of
the PBX. The PBX is generating the following tones:

Acknowledgement tone: You will hear this tone in the programming
mode, e.g. as a signal for entering the correct password or the comple-
tion of a programming.

Internal dial tone: After taking the receiver off-hook or pressing the
FLASH- or R-Key you will hear this tone. This signals that you can start
dialling a number now. In the default factory settings, the PBX dial tone
(3 x short) is configured as an internal dial tone. If you prefer to have
another tone, you can configure the continuous or special dial tone
(chapter You are hearing an unexpected Tone (Check Tones) on
page 61 in the user manual).

External dial tone: This tone is a continuous dial tone. You will hear
this tone after having dialled the exchange line access number (Direct
exchange line telephone: After taking the receiver off-hook) as a signal
for access to the exchange line.

Busy line: This tone signals a busy line, a mistake in a programming
sequence or a missing permission (see also chapter You are Dialling a
Number and are Hearing the busy Tone on page 13 in the user manual).

Ringing Tone: This tone will be generated after dialling a number or
when accepting a recall as a signal for calling a subscriber.

Call Waiting Tone: This tone is signalling another external caller trying
to reach you. It is also generated by an incoming door or alarm call.

Special dial tone: This tone instead of the internal dial tone signals an
active do-not-disturb, baby call or subscriber call forwarding service. It
also signals an almost filled call data memory. If you configured this
tone as an internal dial tone, this signalling would not be possible any-
more.

If you hear a different tone than expected and described in the program-
ming description, most often a mistake in dialling or a missing authori-
zation or permission is the reason. The following chapters will describe
examples of these situations.

To get familiar with the tones, you can listen to the tones with your
phone with the following function. If you are already listening to a tone,
you can select another tone with the digit + #.

You are not hearing a Dial Tone after Picking up the Receiver
� If you only have this problem with some internal telephones, please

check the wiring and plugs. Please also check the telephone.
� If you only have this problems with single internal telephones, prob-

ably no internal telephone numbers were defined via configuration
program.

� If you only have this problem with some internal telephones, these
might be configured as door phones with COMset. In this case, you
are immediately connected with the door after picking up the
receiver.

� If you have this problem with an ISDN telephone, you might not
have entered the first MSN into the telephone. Try to correct this
problem. Make sure that this MSN is presented to the PBX later
(see manual of the telephone).

� Disconnect the telephone from the PBX for 5 seconds and an even-
tually existing external power supply (Pull the plug). If the problem
is solved, the telephone had a malfunction.

� If you have this problem with all internal telephones, check the
power plug connection of the PBX or the possibility of a power fai-
lure.

� If you have this problem with all internal telephones, disconnect the
PBX from the external power supply (Pull the plug) for 5 seconds or
press the reset key. If you hear the dial tone then, the PBX had a
malfunction.

You are hearing the internal Dial Tone on a Direct Exchange Line 
Telephone
� The dialling method of the telephone is unknown to the PBX. Dial a

7 and put the receiver on hook.

Your are hearing the Busy Tone after picking up the Receiver on a 
Direct Exchange Line Telephone
� All available public exchange lines are busy.

Frequent Problem Sources
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You are hearing a Clicking/Breaking after Picking up the Receiver
� If this is an analog telephone, the „call charge transmission imme-

diately“ has been activated with the configuration program COMset.
You will hear these charge unit pulses for the previous call after
picking up the receiver (particularly, if it was an expensive long dis-
tance call). If your telephone is not able to display charges, this con-
figuration may be obsolete.

� Check the curled cord of the receiver for defects.

You are hearing a pulsating Tone (Special Dial Tone) for 2 seconds 
after Picking up the Receiver
� An automatic dialling has been configured for the telephone. You

can switch this function off, if unwanted.

You are hearing a pulsating Tone (Special Dial Tone) after logging 
into a Group
� Eventually a group call forwarding has been configured for the

group. You can switch off this function, if unwanted.

You are hearing a pulsating Tone (Special Dial Tone) after Picking 
up the Receiver
� Eventually a subscriber call forwarding has been configured for the

telephone. You can switch this function off, if unwanted.
� Eventually a do-not-disturb service has been configured for the tel-

ephone. You can switch this function off, if unwanted.
� Please check, if the filling status of the call data memory has

exceeded 80%. If possible, delete the call data memory entries.
� Check, if the type of dial tone has been modified and reconfigure

this modification, if unwanted.

Telephoning impossible
The most important requirement for telephoning is the presence of a dial
tone after picking up the receiver. If this is not the case, the previous
chapter will help you.

If an external call is not possible with your telephone, please check, if
this problem is also existing on other internal telephones or if dialling a
different external number is possible.

Telephoning on the internal S0 Port is not possible
� If you hear the busy tone after picking up the receiver, eventually

both voice channels of the, internal S0 ports are busy. Try again
later.

� Please check on your ISDN telephones, if you have entered the first
MSN as an internal subscriber number. If not, try to correct this
problem. Make sure, that this MSN is presented to the PBX (see
manual of the telephone).

� Disconnect the telephone from the PBX for 5 seconds and an even-
tually existing external power supply (Pull the plug). If the problem
is gone, the telephone had a malfunction.

� Disconnect the PBX from the external power supply (Pull the plug)
for 5 seconds or press the reset key. If the problem is solved, the
PBX or the telephone had a malfunction.

� If an internal S0 bus is existing, please check the wiring.
� Check whether you really have configured the corresponding S0

port as an internal S0 port. (chapter Select internal/external S0 Port
on page 18).

No external Call possible
� If you have this problem only with some internal telephones, please

check the exchange line authorization for these subscribers (config-
uration program COMset).

� If you have this problem only with some internal telephones, please
check, if there is a call allowance configured for these subscribers
and if the account is empty.

� If this problem already happens with the first power-up, please
check whether the right kind of connection was configured for the
external S0 ports and modify it if necessary.

� Please check the connection between the NT (NTBA or external S0
bus) and the PBX.

� Disconnect the PBX from the external power supply (Pull the plug)
for 5 seconds or press the reset key. If the problem is solved, the
PBX or the telephone had a malfunction.

� You can check the function of the NT by directly connecting an
ISDN telephone (If you have a Point-to-point ISDN line, the tele-
phone must be compatible to the Point-to-point connection). If there
is still no telephoning possible, disconnect the NT from the external
power supply (Pull the plug) and the exchange line for 5 seconds.
If the problem is solved, the NT had a malfunction. If the problem
remains, contact your network provider for help.

Short-Code Dialling is not possible, external Calls are possible
� Eventually no number is stored under the dialled short-code

number or the exchange line access number was added as a prefix.

The Telephone can not be called
Check if your telephone is really not reachable. Try to make a call from
another internal telephone to your telephone.

No internal and external Calls
� Eventually a subscriber call forwarding has been configured for the

telephone. You can switch this function off, if unwanted.
� Eventually a do-not-disturb service has been configured for the tel-

ephone. You can switch this function off, if unwanted.
� Disconnect the telephone from the PBX for 5 seconds and an even-

tually existing external power supply (Pull the plug). If the problem
is solved, the telephone had a malfunction.

� Please check if the ringer is deactivated or defective.
� Disconnect the PBX from the external power supply (Pull the plug)

for 5 seconds or press the reset key. If the problem is solved, the
PBX or the telephone had a malfunction.

No incoming external Calls, but Calls from internal Telephones are 
possible
� Eventually a MSN/DDI call forwarding has been configured. You

can switch this function off, if unwanted.
� If you did not configure an external ringer rhythm with COMset for

the telephone, no external calls are possible.
� If you did not configure an (partial) exchange line access with COM-

set for the telephone, incoming external calls are not possible. Out-
going external calls are also not possible in this case.

� Please check the connection between the NT (NTBA or external S0
bus) and the PBX.

� Disconnect the PBX from the external power supply (Pull the plug)
for 5 seconds or press the reset key. If the problem is solved, the
PBX or the telephone had a malfunction.

� You can check the function of the NT by directly connecting an
ISDN telephone (If you have a Point-to-point ISDN line, the tele-
phone must be compatible to the Point-to-point connection). If there
is still no telephoning possible, disconnect the NT from the external
power supply (Pull the plug) and the exchange line for 5 seconds.
If the problem is solved, the NT had a malfunction. If the problem
remains, contact your network provider for help.
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No external Calls are reaching an internal Target Telephone with a 
Call Forwarding activated
� If you did not configure an (partial) exchange line access with COM-

set for the target telephone, incoming external calls are not possi-
ble. Outgoing external calls are also not possible in this case.

No incoming Calls to the Group Number
� To receive calls to the group number, you have to log in as a group

member „incoming“.
� Eventually a group call forwarding has been configured for the

group. You can switch this function off, if unwanted.

Query or Transfer not possible

Pressing the FLASH key disconnects the Caller
� The FLASH duration of the telephone is too long. Modify the set-

tings of the telephone (see manual of the telephone) or the settings
of the PBX with the function „learn flash time“.

Pressing the FLASH key leaves you in the first Call
� The FLASH duration of the telephone is too short. Modify the set-

tings of the telephone (see manual of the telephone) or the settings
of the PBX with the function „learn flash time“.

� The FLASH-key of your telephone is configured as EARTH-key and
not as FLASH-key (see manual of the telephone).

ISDN Telephone is ringing after putting the Receiver on-hook and 
you are reconnected
� Please check with the manual of your telephone, if „Transfers on a

PBX“ is activated. If not, try to correct this problem.

A Query is not possible via T-Net-Function Key/Menu
� Analog telephones equipped with T-Net-function keys or menus are

using a long FLASH (300 ms). Eventually your PBX is not confi-
gured for this FLASH timing. Most of the time an additional FLASH-
key is available at the telephone. Configure this key also for 300 ms
(see manual of the telephone) and let the PBX learn the FLASH tim-
ing.

You try a Query from an external Call to an internal Call and hear 
the busy Signal
� The called party is probably talking. Try again later.
� If you did not configure an (partial) exchange line access with COM-

set for the called telephone, a Query call from an external call would
not be possible.

Pick-up is not possible

Busy Tone during Pickup for external Call
� If you did not configure an (partial) exchange line access for busi-

ness calls with COMset for the telephone, a Pick-up of an external
call is not possible.

Busy Tone during Pickup on the internal S0 Port
� Probably both voice channels of the internal S0 ports are busy.

Pick-up takes over ongoing Calls to another Telephone 
� The Takeover function and pick-up use the same functional proce-

dure. Switch off „conversation may be taken over“ via configuration
program for all telephones. The permission for a Takeover is only
useful for answering machines.

You cannot identify Door Bell ringing 

Door Bell rings with the Rhythm „1 x long“
� Check whether the internal Call Forwarding from the Door Terminal

for the corresponding telephone is switched on.
� Check whether the CLIP information with door terminal numbers

was switched on for the corresponding telephone. 

PBX is not programmable

Busy Tone after entering the Password
� Please check your password for correctness.

Programming with the PC is not possible
� If you forgot your setting password that you need for the access with

the configuration program COMset, please contact the manufac-
turer. 

� If you have this problem on the internal S0 port, this port might be
restricted for PC programming. Try again on a different S0 port, if
possible, or with the serial port. If necessary you can try to access
on all internal S0 ports in a timeframe of 2 minutes after a PBX reset.

� If you have this problem on the internal S0 port, the ISDN PC-con-
troller might eventually not present an MSN (as a workaround, you
can configure with COMset a subscriber as „ISDN PC-controller“ on
the S0 port). Try again on a different S0 port, if possible, or with the
serial port.

� If this problem occurred when remote programming via an internal
S0 port, you probably forgot the exchange line access number when
entering the customer’s telephone number.

� If the other tips cannot help you, it is possible to initialize the PBX
with a push on a button. Hereby all settings will be resetted into the
default factory settings (administrator and subscriber password are
maintained). How these default factory settings and the internal tel-
ephone numbering plan look like in detail can be learned on
page 42. Do the following steps: Press the update key and keep it
pressed. Shortly after that additionally press the reset key – the
case LED glows red. Now keep the update key pressed as long as
the case LED starts glowing green.

You can not program with one Telephone
� Eventually the configuration of some functions (Call forwarding,

remote switching, manual configuration switching) or all functions
are restricted for this telephone.

� If you configured a programming telephone, administrator settings
(with secret password) would only be possible from that telephone.
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